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eOLLEGEVILLE, PA.
T H T J E S D A Y , :» N O V E M B E R
VOLUME TWENTY-FOUR.

§§§§
W* WALTERS,

W. ROYER, M. D.

Contractor and Builder,

Practising Physician,
TRAPPE, Pa. Office a t his residence, nearly
opposite Masonic Hall.

TRAPPE, PA.
Contracts for all kinds of buildings executed.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
9jan.

Y. WEBER, M. D.,

M

Practising Physician,
EVANSBURG, Pa. Office Hours : U ntil 9
a. m.; 7 to9 p. m.

E

DWARD DAVID,
Painter and

P aper-H anger,
O O LLEGEV ILLE, PA. AS" Samples of paper
always on hand.

p i A. HRUSEN, M. D.,

H om eopathic Physician,
OOLLKGEVILLiE, Pa. Office Hours : U ntil 9
a. m.; 6 to 8 p, m.

B. HORNINO, M. D.

Practising Physician,
EVANSBURG, Pa.
Telephone in office.
Office Hours until 9 a. m.

Practical Barber,
(Successor to J. F. Illick), O O LLEGEV ILLE,
PA. Having worked in some of the leading
shops of New York, Philadelphia and Europe, I
feel confident th a t I can please the most par
ticular in my line of business. Give me a trial
and be convinced.
3au3m

g

P. SPARE,

Contractor and Builder,
IRON BRIDGE, PA.
Contracts taken for the construction of all
kinds of buildings. Estimates cheerfully furn
ished.
5aply.

R. B. F. PEACE,

D

Y yM . MERKEU,

D entist,

OOR. MAIN AND De KALB STREETS
NORRISTOW N, PA.
Rooms 303 and 305. - Entrance, Main Street.
Keystone Telephone, No. 76.
Take Elevator.

T

Q l i e a p and Reliable Dentistry.

OO LLEGEV ILLE, PA. Office Hours : Until
10 a. m., from 6 to 9 p. m. Special attention
given to ear, nose and throat diseases. 23an.

Dr, N, S, Borneman,

H. HAMER, M. D.,

H om eopathic Physician,

J

S, KOOKS,

20» SWEDE ST., NORRISTOW N, PA.

SO HW EN KSV ILLE, PA.,

In active practice 20 years. The only place
where Pure Laughing Gas is made a specialty
for the P a in l e s s extraction of teeth ; 38,000 gal
lons administered the past 6 years. Beautiful
Artificial Teeth inserted. Charges Reasonable.
English or German Language spoken.

And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey
Stone, etc. Estimates furbished. Work con
tracted a t lowest prices.
lloct

D

R. S. D. CORNISH,

DENTIST,
GO LLEG EV ILLE, PA.

First-class Workmanship G uaranteed ; Gas
administered.
Prices Reasonable.-

DR. FRANK BRANDRETH,

Slater and Roofer,

P. BALDWIN,

Real Estate Agent,
O O LLEGEV ILLE, PA. Hundreds of oppor
tunities for buyers to secure fine farms, excel
lent business stands, private residences in the
North, and first-class properties in the Sunny
South, upon reasonable terms No m atter what
you may desire in the line of real estai0* we
have or will secure ju st what you want. Loans
negotiated.
12jy.

(Successor to Dr. Ohas, Ryckman,)

DENTIST,
ROYERSFORD, PA. Practlsal Dentistry at
honest prices.

p

G. HOBSON,

A ttorney-at-L aw ,
NORRISTOWN

ahd

O O LLEGEV ILLE.

All legal business attended to promptly. Flrst-

class Stock Fire Insurance Companies repre

sented. A t home, Collegevllle, every evening.

jglDWARD E. LONG,

A ttorn ey-at-L aw ,
and N o t a r y P u b l ic . Settlem ent o f Estates a
Specialty. Practices in Bankruptcy Courts.
O f f ic e : Corner Swede and Airy Streets,
opp.Court House. R e s i d e n c e : North Corner
Marshall & Stanbrldge Streets, NO RRIS
TOWN, PA.

r^EO. W. ZIMMERMAN,

A ttorney-at-L aw ,
125 SWEDE STREET, rooms 6 and 7, Fornance
Building, NORRISTOW N, PA.
A t Residence, Collegevllle, every evening.

M

AYNE R. BONGSTRETH,

A ttorney-at-L aw ,

And Notary Public., ::: No. 712 Croser Build
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 6928.
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.

TKORGE N. CORSON,

Gr

A ttorney-at-L aw ,

NO. 48 EAST AIRY STREET, CORNER OP
DeKALB, in front of Veranda House and City
Hall, NORRISTOW N, PA.
Can be consulted in German and English.

EXTRACTING,
P AINLESS
25 CENTS.
Our Latest Improved Method.

Best Teeth, $5.00
Gold Crowns, 5.00
High Grade Work Only at
Reasonable Prices.

TEETH WITHOUT P L A T E S,
ESTIMATES FREE.
CLEANING TEETH, 50c.

Fitzgerald’s Dental Parlors,
28 W. Main Street, TftmlStBWnrPa'-

&3F° Open Evenings and Sundays.

*4Strike For Your Altars
and Your F ire s/’
Patriotism is always com
mendable, bat in every breast
there should be not only the
desire to be a good citizen,
but to be strong, able bodied
and w e ll fitted for the battle
o f life, 7o do this, pure
blood is absolutely neces
sary, and Hood's Sarsapa
rilla is the one specific which
cleanses the blood thorough
ly, It acts equally w e ll for
both sexes and all ages.
Humor —44 When I need a blood puri
fier I take Hoodf.s Sarsaparilla, It cured
my humor and is excellent as a nerve
tonic/ ’ Josie Eaton, Stafford Springs, Ct.

JOHN T. WAGNER,

A ttorney-at-L aw ,
<15 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOW N, PA.
All legal business attended to with proinptiess ana accuracy. Consultations in English or
German.
Can be seen evenings a t Ironbridge.
5jan.

iN * y e * D is a p p 0 M s
Hoodr8 Pills cure liver ills' the nflU:irritating and
*onIy cathartic to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

T H E TW O CLO CKS.

J M. ZIMMERMAN,

Justice of th e P eace,
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA. Legal Papers, Bonds,
Deeds, &c., executed and acknowledgements
taken. Conveyancing and Real E state busi
ness generally attended to. The clerking of
<ales a specialty.

JOHN 09. HUWSICKER,

Justice o f th e P eace,
dAUN STATION, PA.
Conveyancer and
General Business Agent. Clerking of sales a t
ended to. Charges reasonable.

B.

W. WEl KEU,

Justice of th e P eace,
TRAPPE, PA.
Conveyancer and General Business Agent.
Legal Papers, Deeds, etc., carefully drawn.
Claims collected. Sales elerked. Moderate
charges.
20jan.

F.f. Sdicuren’s

Oh, awhile might it be from the clock to be free,
With no measure of time in its flight,
But the sun in its march through the glorious
arch
A»d the stars with their dial of light 1
But now at the hour, though my dream 1» in
flower,
I must leave it to wither or blight 1
At the minute in haste I the pleasure must taste,
But leisure can savor aright.
I must shorten or speed every feeling and deed
At the bid of th.e iterant rhyme
Of a tick and a t.aqk, alas, and alack,
For the tyrannous measure ot timet
But what do I hear that low in my ear
Nor hurries nor tarries nor stays,
According its own perpetual tone,
To the tune of the seconds and days?
'Tie the throb in the breast with its ceaseless be
hest
It leads in the temporal chime;
0 thou beat of the heart, life’s pendulum art
For eternity’s children in timel
Then why should we will other voices lo still
When, unsilenced, our earthly for aye!
The heart with its beat will ever repeat,
tfl measure till measureless day.”
•-/Selma Ware Paine in Boston Transcript.

13495671
Collegevllle, Pa.
Second door above
railroad.
Finest grades of
igars and tobacco
always on hand.

rOHN H. CASSELBERRY,

What o’clock is it?—Old Saying.

Everybody knows, in a general way,
th at the finest place in the world is—
Surveyor & C onveyancer. or, alas, was—the Dutch borough of
All kinds of legal papers drawn. The clerk Yondervotteimittiss. Yet, as it lies
ing of sales a specialty. Charges reasonable.
P. O. Address ; Lower Providence, Pa. Resi some distance from any of the main
dence : Evansburg, Pa.
18oc.
roads, being in a somewhat out of the
way situation, there are perhaps very
few of my readers who have ever paid
OBERT OEHLERT,
B
it a v isit
The site of the village is in a per
Carriage Builder.
fectly circular valley, about a quarter
•New and Second-hand Wagons constantly on of a mile in circumference, and entire
hand. Repainting and Repairing done in ail its ly surrounded by gentle hills, over
branches. Rubber Tire put on.
whose summit the people have never
ROYERSFORD, PA.
yet ventured to pass. For this they
assign the very good reason that they
UNDAY PAPERS.
do not believe there is anything a t all
Different Philadelphia papers delivered
bo those wishing to purchase in collegevllle and pn the other side.
Trappe every Sunday morning.
Bound the skirts of the valley (which
HENRY YOST, News Agent,
Collegevllle, Pft.
is quite level and paved throughout

S

DARE TO MAINTAIN THE TRUTH.

a c c e pt t h e t r u t h w h e r e v e r f o u n d .

with flat tiles) extends a continuous
row of 60 little houses. These, having
their backs on the hills, must look of
course to the center of the plain, which
is just 60 yards from the front door
of each dwelling. Every house has a
small garden before it, with a circular
path, a sundial and 24 cabbages. The
buildings themselves are so precisely
alike th at one can in no manner be
distinguished from the other. Owing
to the vast antiquity, the style of ar
chitecture is somewhat odd, but it is
not for th at reason the less strikingly
pieturesque¡ They are fashioned of
hard burned little bricks, red, with
black ends, so that the walls look like
a chessboard upon a great seals'. The
gables are turned to the front, and
there are cornices, as-big as all the rest
of the house, over the eaves and over
the main doors. The windows are nar
row and deep, with very tiny panes
and a great deal of sash.
On the roof is a vast quantity of tiles
with long, curly ears. The woodwork
throughout is of a dark hue, and there
is. much carving about it, with but a
trifling variety of patterns, for time out
of mind the carvers of Vondervotteimittiss have never been able to carve, more
than two objects—a timepiece and. a
cabbage. But these they do exceeding
ly well and intersperse them with sin
gular ingenuity wherever they find
room for the chisel.
The dwellings are as much alike in
side as out, and the furniture is all up
on one plan. The floors are of square
tiles, the chairs and tables of black
looking wood, with thin, crooked legs
and puppy feet. The mantelpieces are
wide and high and have not only time
pieces and cabbages sculptured over
the front, but a real timepiece, which
makes a prodigious ticking, on the top,
in the middle, with a flowerpot con
taining a cabbage standing on each ex
tremity by way of outrider. Between
each cabbage and the timepiece, again,
is a little china man having a large
stomach with a great round hole in it,
through which is seen the dial plate of
a watch.
The fireplaces are large and deep,
with fierce, crooked looking fire dogs.
There is constantly a rousing fire and a
huge pot over it full of sauerkraut and
pork, to which the good woman of the
house is always busy in attending. She
is a little fat lady, with blue eyes and a
red face, and wears a huge cap like a
sugar loaf ornamented with purple and
yellow ribbons. Her dress is of orange
colored linsey woolsey, made very full
behind and very short in the waist and,
indeed, very short in other respects,
not reaching below the middle of her
leg. This is somewhat thick, and so
are her ankles, but she has a fine pair
of green stockings to cover them. Her
shoes of pink leather are fastened each
with a bunch of yellow ribbons puck
ered up in the shape of a cabbage. In
her left hand she has a little heavy
Dutch watch; in her right she wields a
ladle for the sauerkraut and pork. By
her side there stands a fat tabby cat.
with a gilt toy repeater tied to its tail,
which “the boys” have there fastened
by way of a quiz.
The boys themselves are, all three of
them, in the garden attending the pig.
They are each two feet in height. They
have three cornered cocked hats, pur
ple waistcoats reaching down to their
thighs, buckskin knee breeches, red
woolen stockings, heavy shoes with big
silver buckles and long surtout coats
with large buttons of mother of
pearl. Each, too, has a pipe in his
month, and a little dumpy watch in his
right band. He takes a puff and a look
and then a look and a puff.. The pig—
which is corpulent and lazy—is occu
pied now in picking up the stray leaves
that fall from the cabbages, and now
In giving a kick behind at the gilt re
peater, which the urchins have also
tied tp his tail, in order to make him
look as handsome as the cat.
Right at the front door, in a high
backed leather bottomed armchair,
with crooked legs and puppy feet like
the tables, is seated the old man of the
house himself. He is an exceedingly
puffy little_old gentleman, with big
circular eyes and a huge double chin.
His dress resembles th at of the boys—
and I need say nothing further about
}t A1J the difference Is, th at his pipe
is somewhat bigger than theirs, and he
can make a greater smoke. Like them,
he has a watch, but be carries his
watch in his pocket. To say the truth,
he has something of more importance
than a watch to attend to—and what
th at is I shall presently explain. He
sits with his right leg upon his left
knee, wears a grave countenance and
always keeps one of his eyes, aft least,
resolutely bent upon a certain remark
able object in the center of the plain.
This object is situated in the steeple
of the house of the town council. The
town council are all very little, round,
oily, intelligent men, with big saucer
eyes and fat double chins, and have
theip coats much longer and their shoe
buckles much bigger than the ordinary
inhabitants of Vondervotteimittiss.
Since my sojourn in the borough, they
have had several special meetings, and
have adopted these three important
resolutions:
“That it is wrong to alter the good
old course of things.
“That there is nothing tolerable
out of Vondervotteimittiss, and
“That we will stjpk by our clocks
and our cabbages.”
Ahpve the session room of the coun.
cil is the steeple, and in the steeple is
the belfry, where exists and has ex
isted time out of mind, the pride and
wonder pf the village—the great clock
of thp borough of Vondervotteimittiss.
And this is the object to which the
eyes of the old gentlemen are turned
who sit in the leather bottomed arm
chairs.
The great clock has seven faces, one
in each of the seven sides of the stee
ple, so that it can be readily seen from
ail quarters. Its faces are large and
white and its hands heavy and black.
There is a belfryman, whose sole duty
Is to attend to it. But this duty is the
most perfect of sinecures, for the clock
of Vondervotteimittiss was never yet
known to have anything thfi m atter
with it. Until lately the bare supposi
tion of such a thing was considered
heretical. From the remotest period
of antiquity to which the archives
have reference the hours have been
regularly struck by the big hell. And
indeed the case was just the same
with all the other clocks and watches
in the borough. Never WftS such a
place for keeping the true time. When
the large clapper thought proper to
say “12 o’clock!” all its obedient fol-

l&wers opened' their throats simul
taneously and responded like a very
echo. In short, the good burghers
were fond of their sauerkraut, but
then they were proud of their clocks.
All people who hold sinecure offices
are held in ■more or less respect, and,
as the belfryman of Vondervotteimit
tiss has the most perfect of sinecures,
he is the most perfectly respected of
any man in the world. He is the chief
dignitary of the borough, and the very
pigs look up to him with a sentiment
of reverence. His coattail is very far
longer, his pipe, his shoe buckles, his
eyes and his stomach are very far big
ger, than those of any other old gentle
man In the village. And as to his chin,
it is not only double, but triple.
I have thus painted the happy estate
of Vondervotteimittiss. Alas, that so
fair a picture should ever experience
a reverse!
There has been long a saying among
the wisest inhabitants that “no good
can come from over the hills.” And it
really seemed that the words had in
them something of the spirit of prophe
cy. It wanted five minutes of noon on
the day before yesterday when there
appeared a very odd looking object on
the summit of the ridge to the east
ward. Such an occurrence of course
attracted universal attention, and
every little old gentleman who sat in
a leather bottomed armchair turned
one of his eyes with a stare of dismay
upon the phenomenon, still keeping the
other upon the clock In the steeple.
By the time that it wanted only three
minutes to noon the droll object in
question was perceived to be a very di
minutive, foreign looking young man.
He descended the hills at a great rate,
so that everybody had soon a good look
at him. He was really/ the most fin
icky little personage that had ever
been seen in Vondervotteimittiss. His
countenance was of a dark snuff color,
and he had a long hooked nose, pea
eyes, a wide month and an excellent
set of teeth, which latter he seemed
anxious of displaying, as he was grin
ning from ear to ear. What with mustachios and whiskers, there was none
of the rest of his face to be seen. His
head was uncovered and his hair neat
ly done up in papillotes. His dress was
a tight fitting swallow tailed black
coat, from one of whose pockets dan
gled a vast length of white handker
chief; black kerseymere knee breeches,
»lack stockings and stumpy looking
pumps, with huge bunches of black
satin ribbon for bows. Under one arm
he carried a huge chapeau-de-bras and
under the other a fiddle nearly five
times as big as himself. In his left
hand was a gold snuffbox, from which,
as he capered down the hill, cutting all
manner of fantastical steps, he took
snuff incessantly with an air of the
greatest possible self satisfaction. God
bless me! Here was a sight for the
honest burghers of Vondervotteimit
tiss!
To Sfieak plainly, the fellow littff; i l l '
spite of his grinning, an audacious and
■sinister kind of face, and as he curvet
ted right into the village the old
stumpy aonearance of his humps ex
cited no little suspicion, and many a
burgher who beheld him th at day
would have given a trifle for a peep be
neath the white cambric handkerchief
which hung •so obtrusively from the
pocket of his swallow tailed coat. But
What mainly occasioned a righteous in
dignation was th at the scoundrelly pop
injay, while he cut a fandango here
and a whirligig there, did not seem to
have the remotest idea in the world of
such a thing as keeping time in his
steps.
The good people of the borough had
scarcely a chance, however, to get
their eyes thoroughly open, when, just
as it wanted half a minute of noon,
the rascal bounced, as I say, right into
the midst of them; gave a chassez
here, and a baiancez there, and then,
after a pirouette and a pas-de-zephyr,
pigeon winged himself right up into
the belfry of the house of the fowq
council, where the wonder stricken
belfryman sat smoking in a state of
dignity and dismay. But the little chap
seized him a t once by the nose, gave
it a swing and a pull, clapped the big
chapeau-de-bras upon his head, knock
ed it down over his eyes and mouth,
and then, lifting up the big fiddle,
beat him with it so long and so sound
ly that, what with the belfryman be
ing so fat and the fiddle being so hol
low, you would have sworn th at there
was a regiment of double bass drum
mers all beating the devil’s tattoo up
in the belfry of the steeple of Vonder
votteimittiss.
There is no knowing to what desper
ate act of vengeance his unprincipled
attack might have aroused the inhabit
ants but for the important fact that
it now wanted only half a second of
noon. The bell was about to strike,
and it was a m atter'of absolute and
pre-eminent necessity that everybody
should look well at his watch. It
was evident, however, that just at this
moment the fellow in the steeple was
doing something th at he had no busi
ness to do with the clock. But, as it
now began to strike, nobody had any
time to attend to his maneuvers, for
they had all to count the strokes of the
bell as it sounded.
“One!” said the clock.
“Von!” echoed every little old gen
tleman in every leather bottomed armphair in Vondervotteimittiss. “Von!”
said his watch also; “Von!” said the
watch of his vrow, and “Von!” said
the watches of the boys and the little
repeaters on the tails of the cat and
Pig“Two!” continued the big bell, and
“Doo!” -repeated all the repeaters.
“Three! Four! Five! Six! Seven!
Eight! Nine! Ten!” said the bell.
, “Dree! Vour! Fibe! Sax! Seben!
Aight! Nein! Den!” answered the
others.
“Eleven!” said the big one.
“Eleben!” assented the little fellow.
“Twelve!” said the bell,
“Dvelf!” they replied, perfectly satis
fied and dropping their voices.
“Und dvelf it iss!” said all the little
old gentlemen, putting up their
watches. But the big bell had not
done with them yet.
"Thirteen!” said be,
“Der teufel!” gasped the little gen
tlemen, turning pale, dropping their
pipes and putting down all their right
legs from over their left knees.
“Der teufel!” groaned they.' “Dirteen! Dirteen! Mein Gott, it is dirteen o’clock!”
Why attempt to describe the terrible
scene which ensued? All Vondervot
teimittiss flew at once into a lamenta
ble state of uproar.
“Vot is curn’d to mein pelly?” roar-
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ed an the boys. "I've been ongry.tor
dis hour!”
“Vot is cum’d to mein kraut?”
screamed all the vrows. “It has been
done to rags for dis hour!”
“Vot is cum’d to mein pipe?” swore
all the little old gentlemen. “Donder
and blitzen! It has been smoked out
for dis hour!” And they filled them up
again in a great rage and, sinking back
in their armchairs, puffed away so fast
and so fiercely that the whole valley
was immediately filled with impene
trable smoke.
Meantime the cabbages all turned
very red in the face, and it seemed as
if old Nick himself had taken posses
sion of everything In the shape of a
timepiece. The clocks carved upon the
furniture took to dancing, as if be
witched, while those upon the mantel
pieces could scarcely contain them
selves for fury and kept such a con
tinual striking of 13 and such a frisk
ing and wriggling of their pendulums
as was really horrible to see. But.
worse than all-, neither the cats nor the
pigs could put iqj any longer with the
behavior of the little repeaters tied to
their tails and resented it by scam
pering all over the placé, scratching
and poking and squeaking and screech
ing and caterwauling and squalling
and flying into the faces and running
under the petticoats of the people, and
creating altogether the most abomina
ble din and confusion which it is pos
sible for a reasonable person to con
ceive. And to make matters still more
distressing the rascally little scape
grace in the steeple was evidently ex
erting himself to the utmost. Every
now and then one might catch a
glimpse of the scoundrel through the
smoke. There he sat in the belfry
upon the belfryman, who was lying flat
upon his back. In his teeth the villain
held the bollrope, which he kept jerk
ing about with his head, raising, such
a clatter that my ears ring again even
to think of it. On his lap lay the big
fiddle, at which he was scraping out
of all time and tune with both bands,
making a great show, the nincompoop,
of playing “Judy O’Flannagan and
Paddy O’Rafferty!”
Affairs being thus miserably situated
I left the place in disgust and now ap
peal for aid to all lovers of correct
time and fine kraut. Let us proceed in
a body to the borough and restore the
ancient order of things in Vondervot
teimittiss by ejecting that little fellow
from the steeple.

A D I S H O F P O E P O IS E .
W H O LESO M E

AND

VERY

SAVO RY

W H EN PR O PER LY COOKED.
When One of These Sea
Landed , In New York
Event Brings Joy to the
the Population of ‘‘Little

Swine Is
City, the
Hearts of
Italy

That playful mammal the porpoise,
Which gives so much joy to children on
steamers, is not hunted anywhere in
the vicinity of New York. But occa
sionally one of the fisher boats that
bring their fares of fish to the great
market at the foot of Fulton street on
the East river finds in a net a drowned
porpoise. The creature swam into the
net and was not able to get out. Being
a mammal, or warm blooded animal, it
is compelled to rise for the purpose of
breathing, which it does through its
blowhole just behind the neck. But
when entangled in a net it is unable to
rise to the surface and is drowned in
its own element.
The huge carcase, often weighing
-from 200 to 400 pounds, is dressed by
the fishermen and put into the tank
and brought to the market, where it is
kept in the refrigerating tank until Fri
day morning, when it is sold to Italians
by auction. The successful bidder al
ways subdivides his fish. He keeps
half for himself, and the rest is shared
out among truck peddlers of Mulberry
street, ‘where the Italians congregate.
Then there is joy in Little Italy. The
news is spread all over the colony, wo‘men going to their friends to tell the
tidings. Very early in the morning a
crowd gathers round the store of the
padrone, who has the half porpoise dis
played in all its hugeness upon a slab
of wood. Fins, head, tail and insides
had been removed by the fishing folk,
and there is nothing save the solid
meat and the great backbone. The'col
or is a deep red, except the belly streaks,
which are lighter and are streaked with
fat and resemble pork very closely in
deed. This is the meaning of the name,
for porpoise is a corruption of the old
London Latin, porc-pisce. In Roman
Latin this would have been porcus
piscis. The-men of the north call these
animals sea swine, and this is preserv
ed in the French marsouin, which they
undoubtedly learned from the Nor
mans.
.
The Italian padrone begins business
about 7 o’clock in the morning. His
price Is 4 cents a pound for all quanti
ties, large or small. His scales are
above his head. His customers sur
round him in an anxious ring, each
provided with wrapping paper. His
watchful and affectionate family take
the money and bring from time to time
a freshly sharpened knife. The pa
drone first cuts off a chunk of about 40
pounds and then proceeds rapidly io
subdivide it according to the wants of
the buyers. Slice after slice of the deep
flesh falls before his knife and passes
into the paper of the customers. The
belly parts are put on one side; they
are not for sale, having bebn ordered
in advance by the restaurants of the
quarter.
Italian cooking is so excellent, es
pecially as regards fish, th at amateurs
of good living constantly visit them
undeterred by their appearance, which
is rather squalid, though some are
neatness itself. Here the porpoise Is
sold as horse mackerel for some reason
or other not on the surface and is
served with various sauces of the most
palatable character.
The women of the colony fry it
usually in rancid olive oil, which some
w hat more than offsets any fishy flavor
that may exist, which is doubtful. For
while an ancient and fishlike smell
(post undoubtedly does salute the nos
trils in front of fish stores in this quar
ter there is no odor arising from the
immense mass of flesh at which the
padrone toils. , In fact, there can be
no doubt that the meat of the porpoise
is flesh and not fish. And it may be
added that this meat is wholesome and
very savory when properly cooked.
The porpoise is not subject to the
many diseases to which land swine are
liable, and that the flesh is savory is
certain from the affection the Italians
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have for it. Even the Sicilians admit
Cheerfully that it is as good as the
swordfish cutlet, which is the great
delicacy of Messina. And Italians
from other parts believe it to be in
finitely better. Porpoise was indeed
once a royal dainty and was served
a t all state banquets. Sometimes it
was boiled in vinegar or thin white
wine—about the same thing—and some
times great slices were covered with
paste and baked and eaten with a
sauce of prunes and spice.—New York
Sun.
The Real Tiling.

It was the middle of winter, and the
head of the charitable institution was
examining a number of poor children
as to their claims to more comfortable
clothing. She said to a little girl who
was pinned up in a thin shawl:
“Have you any clothes at home?”
“No’m.”
“W hat have you got on ?”
“Please, this is me mother’s shawl,
an me dress is next, an then comes I.”
Moral philosophy was not this little
girl’s distinguished walk, but she made
the ego of her brief discourse seem a
vivid reality, which is more than many
able minds have succeeded in doing in
a good many more words.—Youth’s
Companion.
Unreasonable.

Little Mabel—I don’t like my new
doll. It doesn’t know a thing.
Little Maud—Why doesn’t it?
Little Mabel—It can’t stand up nor
sit down nor hold 'its arms out nor
nothing.
Little Maud—When did you get it?
Little Mabel—Yesterday.
Little Maud—Pretty mother you are,
expecting a baby to act like a grown
doll as soon as it’s bought.—London
Fun.
Tlie Profr»»or’« Escaped Bacteria«

He was apparently an old man, wore
large spectacles and carried a small
satchel. Across the satchel was label
ed, “Professor Redd, Chicago.” He en
tered the waiting room of a suburban
station and deposited the satchel care
lessly near the ice cooler. Suddenly
those near saw the satchel fall and
heard the sharp tinkle of breaking
glass. The old man picked up the glass
and muttered exclamations of distress.
“To think I brought them all the way
from Brazil,” he said.
“W hat were they?” inquired some
one in the sympathetic crowd.
‘Germs!”
‘W hat?”
‘Bacteria of a strange Brazilian fe
ver.”
“Quick, man! Crush them with your
foot!” .
“I can’t, sir. They are now floating
around in the air.”
There was a moment of horror. Then
there was a rush, and a little later the
old man was the only occupant of the
waiting room. A window was raised
from the outside.
“Ju st let them out easy, Pete,” cau
tioned a voice.
And the bogus professor obeyed.
Satchels, grips and cases went through
the window. After he had finished col
lecting the professor followed the
booty. His false beard fell back in the
room, but he did not attempt to reclaim
it. The arrival of their train prompted
those outside to venture in for their
baggage. It had vanished, and the
black beard told the tale. — Chicago
News.
A Successful Stratagem.

When the electric telegraph was first
Introduced into Chile, a stratagem was
resorted to ifi order to guard the posts
and wires against damage on the part
of the natives and to maintain the con
nection between the strongholds on the
frontier. There were at the time be
tween 40 and 50 captive Indians in the
Chilean camp. General Pinto, in com
mand of the operations, called them to
gether and, pointing to the telegraph
wires, said:
“Do you see those wires?”
“Yes, general.”
“I want you to remember not to go
near or touch them, for if you do your
hands will be held, and you will be un
able to get away.”
The Indians smiled incredulously.
Then the general made them each in
succession take hold of the wire at
both ends of an electric battery in full
operation, after which be exclaimed:
“P command you to let go the wire!”
“I can’t! My hands are benumbed!”
cried each Indian.
The battery was then stopped. Not
long after the general restored them to
liberty, giving them strict instructions
to keep the secret. This had the de
sired effect, for, as might be expected,
thé experience was related in the
strictest confidence to every man in the
tribe, and the telegraph remained un
molested.
Lincoln's Offhand Way.

In J861, when Mr. Lincoln was on his
way to Washington to be inaugurated
as president, his train stopped at Roch
ester, Pa., a station on the Pittsburg,
Fort Wayne and Chicago railroad. Mr.
Lincoln alighted from the car to stretch
his long limbs by walking on the sta
tion platform. His identity became
known to the townspeople assembled
there, and a friendly conversation with
him ensued.
In reply to a reference to the threat
ening political outlook he said, “Oh, no
one has been hurt yet.”
Seeing a tall man in the crowd, Mr.
Lincoln remarked th at he and the man
were of about the same height and pro
posed th at they measure. They took off
their hats and stood together, back to
back, while somfe one placed a hand
above their heads and found Mr. Lin
coln to be slightly the tiillev.
An Apt Amendment.

Years ago a bill entitled “An act for
the preservation of the heath hen and
other game” was introduced into the
New York house of assembly.
•The speaker of the house, who was
not especially interested in matters of
this kind, gravely read it, “An act for
the preservation of the heathen and
other game.”
He was blissfully unconscious of his
blunder until an honest member from
the northern part of the iftate who had
suffered from the depredations of the
frontier Indians rose to his feet.
“I should like to move an amendment
to the bill,” he said mildly, “by adding
the words, ‘except Indians.’ ’’—Youth’s
Companion.
The Account.

“I have called,” said the reporter, “to
see if you wish to add anything to our

account of your wife’s reception this
evening. We have most of the details
and a long list of names, including
those who will assist her in receiving.”
“No,” replied the business man.
“There’s only one account that I’m ex
pected to take any interest in, and
there’ll be no one to - assist me with
that.”—Exchange.

states is by no means an unimportant
industry. It is estimated th at the re
tail value of flowers sold annually is
$12,500,000 and of potted plants $10,000,000. There are no less than 10,000
establishments in the United States de
voted to the growing of plants under
glass.—Chicago Chronicle.

Dust of the sea is one of the myster
ies which perplex sailors. No m atter
Wilton—Do you know, I’m in a quan how carefully the decks of sailing ships
dary.
may be washed down in the morning
■Tilton—Well, what is it?
an enormous quantity of dust can be
Wilton—Dr. Bloss gave me some stuff swept up at night.
for my appetite, and it was so effectual
A Jamaican Experience#
that it costs me nearly twice as much
For some years after my marriage I
to live as before. What puzzles me is
whether I ought to pay the doctor or he lived a t Old Harbor, a small place
ought to pay me something.—Boston about 20 miles from Kingston. One
day when a visit to my Kingston dress
Transcript.
maker was a necessity I ordered a
The Devoted Wife.
young negro boy to get upon the rum
The Devoted Wife—Oh, hurry, please. ble and drive me to the town.
This rubber plant tub has fallen on my
I paid my visit to the dressmaker,
husband, and I ’m afraid he’s smashed! and, receiving my frock, a light sum
Chorus of Rescuers - (as they grasp mer thing, from her, I placed It in the
the tub)—Now, all together}
box beneath the buggy seat and drove
The Devoted Wife—Gently, please, on to my sister’s, where I went In to
gentlemen. Don’t lift it too suddenly. escape the heated part of the day, giv
It’s got a new leaf just coming out!— ing my hoy sixpence and bidding him
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
see the sights and return at 4 o’clock.
He turned up punctually, with the
Eccentric Testators.
Joseph Dalky takes the opportunity grin still on his face, and in due time
afforded by his will of insulting his we reached Old Harbor once more.
When I went to take out my crispy
son-in-law in terms which doubtless
had a pungency once, but which are muslin, I found, to my consternation, it
hardly comprehensible to the modem was a wet, sloppy mass. No rain had
reader: “I give to my daughter, Ann fallen, and even then—
I turned to the boy: “Solomon, w hat
Spencer, a guinea for a ring or any
other bauble she may like better; I give in the world does this mean? How”—
to the lout, her husband, one penny to But the look of utter helpless amaze
buy him a lark whistle, and this legacy ment on his face stopped me.
“Lor1, missus, it am queer, but not so
I give him as a mark of my apprecia
tion of his; prowess and nice honor in queer as what done happen to me. Me
drawing his sword on me (at my own bought a quattig (1% d.) wort’ of dat
table), naked and unarmed as I was, pretty fin g dey calls ‘ice’ to bring
home an show ma* sister, an I put him
and he well fortified with custard.”
A grewsome legacy is th at of Philip in dar wid your dress to keep him safe,
Thicknesse: “I leave my right hand, to an now him gone for true, an how him
be cut off after my death, to my son, get out I dunno wid you sittin on him
and I desire it may be sent to him in all de time!”—Harper’s Magazine.
hopes th a t such a sight may remind
$5,000 For Twenty Word*.
him of his duty to God after having so
One day Andrew Carnegie at Pitts
long abandoned the duty he owed to a
father who once affectionately loved burg called up one of his New York
lawyers by long distance telephone.
him.”
The steelmaker wanted to ask a
Another father seems apparently to
have begun his will with the determi question, but could not make himself
nation of punishing an unruly son, but, understood clearly over the telephone,
as the fairy stories say, all ends hap so he asked the lawyer to come to
pily. We refer to the will of Richard Pittsburg.
The lawyer said he had an important
Crawshay, the founder of the famous
Welsh ironworks. I t runs thus: “To appointment in New York next day and
my only son, who never would follow could not get away.
“Come over now, then,” Mr. Carnegie
my advice and has treated me rudely
in very many instances, instead of said.
“Can’t get train,” answered the law
making him my executor and residuary
legatee (as till this day he was) 1 give yer.
“Hire a special,” was the answee
him £100,000.”—Chambers’ Journal.
which came back from Pittsburg.
So the lawyer engaged a special
Extreme Affectation.
A young man whose battered suit train, went to Pittsburg and saw Mr.
case was. red and pink and yellow with Carnegie.
The steelmaker asked the lawyer’s
the labels of European hotels boarded
a street car and said to the conductor: advice as to whether the question trou
bling him called for “yes” or “no.”
“I go six blocks. How much?”
The lawyer answered, “No.”
“Oh, only a nickel!” the conductor
“Thank you,” • said Mr. Carnegie.
answered. - But the young man hand
ed over 15 cents, saying, “Buy yourself “Good night.”
The lawyer had said less than 20
a glass of beer and a cigar on me.”
The conductor gave thanks for the words, for which he received $5,000,
tip and added, “Ju st back from Eu said “Good night, Mr. Carnegie,” and
rope, hey?” And to his interrogation took a special train back to New York
In time to keep his appointment next
the young man nodded assent.
Out on the back platform afterward day.—New York Herald.
the conductor described the episode to
Tlie Old Time Doctor«
a couple of passengers. “He asked me
“When I was a young fellow,” said
w hat the fare was for six blocks,” he the man who notices things, “the fam
said, “and then he gave me a tip. It ily physician attended to all the ills of
was a case of fake absentmindedness.
He has ju st returned from Europe, the family, and the specialists of the
profession were wholly unknown. The
where you pay by the distance on the country doctor was a surgeon as well
street cars and where you tip the con
ductors, and he pretended to forget he as a physician. He was almost always
clever and usually had Remedies of his
wasn’t In Europe still.
“He thought I’d question him about own invention for common ailments. A
his strange conduct, and I would have, large number of the successful patent
too, if the trick wasn’t an old one to medicines now before tl/e public are
me. Here and in New York, especially prescriptions of the old time country
in New York, you are constantly run physician. I could name a dozen such.
“Old Dr. Hill, who was the leader in
ning up against people who forget and
work European customs on you. They the town I grew up in, was called into
do it so you’ll know they have been the country by an urgent message one
night. He wasn’t advised w hat the
abroad.”—Philadelphia Record.
patient was suffering from and upon
arrival found it was an ulcerated tooth
An Old Time English Election.
The only contest which occurred at th at was subjecting its owner to al
Gatton within historic memory was most unbearable pain. Not a surgical
curious enough. Sir Mark Wood, who instrument did the doctor have with
had been one of its members for sever him, and his office was seven miles
al years, had as his colleague in the away. Did he send back for his in
parliament of 1812 Sir William Con struments? Not much! He extracted
greve, the inventor of the famous "Con th at tooth with an ordinary hammer
greve rocket.” The latter resigned in and nail to the complete satisfaction of
1816, and the baronet wished his own his patient and himself. I’ll wager he
made a mighty good job of it too.”—
son to fill the vacancy.
There were only three voters in the New York Tribune.
constituency, Sir Mark, his son and his
She Couldn’t Stand It.
butler, named Jennings, but as the son
“No,” said the beautiful actress; “I
was away and the butler had quarreled cannot be your wife. I love you dearly, .
with his master an opportunity was af Mr. Frost, and if you bad any pther
forded for a singular revenge. Jen name I would be glad to go through
nings refused to second Sir Mark’s life sharing your joys and sorrows.”
nomination of his son and proposed
“But,” , he protested, “my name
himself, and a deadlock was averted should not stand in the way. W hat is
only by Sir Mark coming to terms with it Shakespeare says? ‘A rose by any
the refractory butler, whose nomina other name would smell as sweet.’
tion he seconded in order to Induce him W hat is the m atter with my name?
to act as seconder to his son.
Does history record a single dark or
Matters being thus put formally in unworthy deed committed by a Frost?
train, Sir Mark arranged with Jen No. Ah, darling, say you will make
nings that the former’s vote should be me the happiest man on earth!”
alone given, and the final state of the
“No, no! I cannot! 1 cannot!” she
poll a t Gatton’s only known contest moaned. “Why, if I were to marry you
stood thus: Wood (Tory), 1; Jennings every newspaper paragrapher in the
(Whig), 0.—Westminster Gazette.
country would have something to say
next morning about ‘the Frost Miss
How He Knew It.
Darlington received a t yesterday’s per
We had outspanned the wagons on formance.’ ’’—Chicago Times-Herald.
the veldt between Prieska and Kenhard. The donkeys had been driven to
Bark.
the veldt, and we, my friend and my
Now a large, dark vessel was de
self, were talking in the “taal” to a scried in the Bosporus, belching fire
Dutchman named Gert Maans about and waking the echoes of those histor
the wonders of the universe.
ic shores with the thunder of her guns.
We mentioned th a t the world was
“W hat bark is that?” asked the sul
round. Maans said th at he knew i t
tan.
This answer was unusual for a Boer,
“That, I take It, is the bark of the
80 we ashed him how he knew. He re dogs of war,” said the grand vizier wit
plied:
tily.
“I started to ride to Poortje one dark
This sally was followed by a strict
night through the veldt, and I rode party laugh, the opposition groaning.—
hard all the night, and next morning 1 Detroit Journal.
found myself a t the place I started
Why Aim With One Bye7
from, so I know the world is round be
Joskins—I say, old boy, this is my
cause I rode round it.”—London Stand
first day at shootin. You might tell me
ard.
In confidence w hat people shut one eye
Artificial Eyes.
for when they’re sightin anything.
Artificial eyes are supplied to all tho
Hoskins—Oh, th at’s perfectly simple,
world from Thuringia, Germany. Near my dear fellow. Yon see, if they were
ly all the grown inhabitants of some of to shut both eyes they wouldn’t be able
the villages are engaged in their manu to see anything.—Pick Me Up.
facture. Four men usually sit at a ta
ble, each with a gas jet in front of him,
In Tartary onions, leeks and garlic
and the eyes are blown from gas plates are regarded as perfumes. A T artar
and molded into shape by hand. The lady will make herself agreeable by
colors are then traced in with small rubbing a piece of freshly cut onion on
needles, no set rule being observed in her hands and over her countenance.
the coloring, and as every man uses his
Two of ft Kind.
own fancy no two artificial eyes there
“A woman doesn’t always have the
fore are exactly alike.
last word, does she?”
“Oh, no. Sometimes she is talking
Extent of Florist Industry.
to another woman.”—Life.
:
No Puzzle to tlie M. D.

The florist business in the United

Hannah deserves no credit for the
result but that he did his party
more harm than good during the
campaign.
Many theories are advanced by
both sides as to the cause of the
republican triumph. One very
Published Every Thursday.
plausible one was offered by a busi
ness man with large interests who
takes
no part whatever in politics.
C O LLEG EVILLE, MONTG. CO., PA.
He said: “ I have at several times
in my life had managers whose
methods I did not like, in some in
.. .. E. S. MOSER, EDITOR and PRO PRIETO R
stances, but who produced such
good results that I raised their
T H U R S D A Y , N O V E M B E R 15, 1 9 0 0 . salaries instead of getting rid of
them. The President is the manaager of that big business known as
Of course, Captain Louis Maguire Kelty helped to do it ! the U. S. government, of which the
people are proprietors. Many of
T he plurality for McKinley over Bryan, in Pennsyl his methods have been displeasing
vania, is about 290,000. The official count has not been com to a great many people, but the re
suits he has produced—the general
pleted.
and unprecedented prosperity of
the country—caused a majority of
Now, since it is all over, Mr. Chairman Solly will polish the owners of the business he mana
up and put away his field glass for a period, and the janitor ges to vote to let well enough alone
and continue him as manager for
will give less attention to the dome of the court house.
another term of four years.”
Secretary Gage, the only member
T he bigness of the victory of the Regular Republicans of
of the cabinet that failed to vote,
Montgomery at the election of last week is without precedent excepting Secretary Hay, who
in the history of Montgomery county. We think this state being a resident of the District of
ment is a m atter of fact. With over four thousand anti- Columbia could not vote, gave out a
Quay voters arrayed against them, in addition to the Regular statement after the overwhelming
Democratic party, the Regular Republican candidates for the nature of the victory won by his
party was known, which might be
Legislature have been elected by 1200 votes, each. The re studied with advantage by those
sult was due to the tactful and astute leadership of those who whose partisanship is sometimes
directed the movements of the Regulars ; to the disorganized stronger than their common sense.
and chaotic condition of the Democratic party,’ and to the For instance, he said: “ It is to be
obvious fact that over two-thirds of the Regulars absolutely hoped that the victorious party will
refused to be influenced by the Wanamaker-Martin-Flinn realize that its triumph only serves
to increase its responsibility; not
Aggregation, and by a campaign/ of personal defamation of to its adherents only, but to all
the most virulent character. These considerations tell the people. The protests and criticisms
story, in brief.
of the minority when made in good
faith may justly demand honest and
“B lood will te ll!” The first or second day after the patient consideration from the party
battle of the ballots Ellwood Roberts, the gifted editorial invested with legislative and ad
ministrative power. Protests and
w riter of the Norristown Herald, indited a leader in which, criticisms have filled the air with
with genuine Quaker spirit, he essayed to pave the way for a clamorous tongue. Intensified by
happy reconciliation of the differences in sentiment and partisan heat though they have
action existing between the Republican dog and the Republi been, the elements of truth they
can tail in Montgomery county. Thus, the compromising may carry are educational and may
characteristic of the Quaker blood of editor Roberts’ highly bring light to national councils.
My own deep conviction is—freed
respected ancestors was again “made manifest in the flesh” as far as possible from political
with full power of utterance. Notwithstanding the violent bias—that every right-minded man
obstreperousness of the tail, editor Roberts, with his non- and woman in our land is to be con
warlike and non-belligerent tendencies, kindly, generously^ gratulated upon the result. I know,
and practically, advised the tail to once more and completely if I know anything, that in the
the'Country may im
unite its potential energy and its destiny with the dog to President-elect
pose its trust with full sense of
which it is even now, in part at least, ligamentally and ana security. He is superior to mere
tomically, attached. This much, certainly, in support of the advantages'. He loves his country
well-established conclusion that “blood will tell,” every time! better than his party, and his high
est aim is to secure to it as a whole
conditions of domestic peace and
Chairman S haner has announced that Virginia negroes economic well-being. This opinion
and Philadelphia repeaters were brought into Montgomery is, I believe, fully shared by those
county and voted at the election on Tuesday of last week, of the opposing party, whether
and that he intends to contest the election of the five Quay from the North or South, who, re
Assemblymen-elect. The charge preferred by Mr. Shaner presenting their constituents in the
halls of the national legislature,
is not specific as to details or as to the election districts in have come into contact with his
volved. I t is a general statement and will perhaps remain as spirit and motives during the four
such to be talked about and then forgotten. If the charge years of administration now draw
be true, however, Mr. Shaner should proceed at once to de ing to a close. ’’
The reports cabled from Manila,
rive every possible political and moral advantage from it, for
it is said for the purpose of corner
the benefit of the public. The election officers of Mont ing hemp, that the military authori
gomery county have a deservedly creditable record for ties were about to close the hemp
honesty and accuracy, and the voters of the county believe in ports of the Philippines, have been
honest elections. These considerations should encourage officially denied by Secretary Root.
Mr. Shaner to proceed with his program. He should not Not much interest is expressed in
falter by the wayside and revise his goodly intentions and Washington in the revival of Ger
many’s implied threat to open a
purposes. After he has won his suit for libel against the general tariff war against this
Philadelphia Times, and has exposed specifically and author country, for the very simple reason
itatively all election fraud in the county, if such crime has that war is a two-sided game and
been perpetrated, he may determine to review with gratifica that the U. S. would have a decided
tion his glorious victories and afford the. Democratic party in advantage in such a war. Although
purchases quite largely
Montgomery county a chance to recover by retiring from his Germany
from this country, it needs our
present position at an opportune moment.
patronage much more than we need
hers.
The Department of State has been
T h e r e is considerable speculation, in the very presence
officially notified that the govern
of another defeat, as to what is to become of the Democratic ment of Honduras will immediately
party. During the past forty years that party has been comply with the demand made by
wiped off the face of the earth a number of times, in the this government for the payment oi
judgment of many presumably knowing citizens of the an indemnity of $10,000 for the
United States. But, again and again, the number of Demo killing of Frank Pears, a citizen of
crats, able-bodied and ready to vote, about election time, has Pittsburg, Pa., by a soldier in Hon
duras. Honduras officials got the
been the source of wonderment to their political opponents. American relatives of Pears to
The fact is that real Democratic principles constitute the agree to a compromise, but this
very basis of our form of Government, as most comprehen government refused to allow it to be
sively and accurately outlined by Thomas Jefferson. For carried out, and made a peremptory
this reason the Democratic party will not be annihilated so demand for indemnity.
Whatever the administration may
long as the true principles of the party are not ¿^finitely and think
as to the result of th^ refinally repudiated by the voters of the American Republic; election of President McKinley- on
so long as the Republic maintains itself in fact as well as in the Filipino revolutionists in the
name.............. Mr. Bryan was again defeated for Die P resi field, it has taken steps to put a
dency principally because a large majority of the people of stop to the secret work done by the
the United States do not and will not accept his opinions, Filipino junta which had its head
quarters at Hong Kong, by request
however honest he may be in entertaining them, in relation ing the government of Great Britain
to the money question. Mr. Bryan is satisfied he is right; a to make the junta move on or stop
large majority of the people feel sure that he is wrong, and sending out literature to encourage
as m atters stand now Mr. Bryan will never be President. the active rebels in the Philippines.
However, Mr. Bryan remains a great factor in the Democrat A similar request was made at the
of the war with Spain
ic party. Much that he has contended for approximates beginning
when a Spanish officer established
Democratic principles; he is able, sincere almost to the point a bureau of spies with headquarters
of fanaticism and millions of voters idolize, and repose confi in Canada, and was promptly
dence in, him. To reorganize the Democratic party, as has granted.

IN D E P E N ] »E X T

been talked and written about of late, without counting in
M r. Bryan, will be a difficult task, and for the party to con
tinue to espouse theories that a ma jority of the voters of the
country will not accept, will be to continually invite defeat.
If Mr. Bryan can revise Mr. Bryan he may yet reach the
Presidential chair. In the meantime the Democratic party
will continue to be much in evidence throughout the country.
WASHINGTON LETTER. have congratulated the President
and expressed their pleasure at his

From Our Regular Correspondent.
reelection, thus indicating that alW ashington, D. C., N ov. 9, 1900 though they supported Mr. Bryan

The President and members of
his administration were confi
dent of his success from the be
ginning of the campaign, but they
did not expect the overwhelming
victory won by their party, both in
the electoral and the Congressional
vote. Consequently they are hold
ing what might be called jubilee
meetings among themselves, and
the receipt of congratulations, both
orally and by wire and mail, is a
sort of continuous performance.
There are several somewhat peculiar
features of the situation. One is
the large number of democrats that

in a perfunctory way they did not
wish to see him win. Of course,
some of these opposition congratu
lations may be prompted by a de
sire to cast an anchor to windward
for the purpose of sharing in some
of the official favors the President
will have at his disposal during his
second term, as there are always
official favors for the minority party
although they are not so numerous
as those bestowed ijpon the ma
jority. Another peculiar feature is
the large number of members of
the dominant party who express
the opinion not only that Senator

T h e Y o u n g e s t M e r c h a n t in th e
W o rld .

The town of Chicago Junction,
Ohio, is a little city. It contains
about 4,000 people, and to supply
their needs a number of large shops
are conducted. One of them is
owned by Mrs. Streeter & Daughter.
This is the firm name. During the
last two years Mrs. Streeter has
not taken an active part in attending
to customers ' or buying goods.
Really, her daughter has been the
head of the store. Ethel is 9 years
old, but does not look to be over 7.
She has to buy and sell cloth for
dresses, pins, needles and other
notions, hats, shoes, china, tinware,
groceries and a thousand and one
things which go to make up what is
called in the United States a “gen
eral store. ” She knows the prices
of everything on the shelves, the
proper qualities to buy, keeps all of
the accounts in the little desk in
one corner, writes the business
letters in a plain, round hand,
carries the money to the bank, to be
deposited and does everything bqt

sign bank checks, which, according
to law, she is to young to do. Ethel
has two clerks, both of whom are
much older than she, to direct.
Every three or four months she
goes to one of the large cities to buy
stock. She is well known to the
firms who have dealt with Mrs.
Streeter & Daughter, and they treat
her as they do the grown people
who also come to purchase. Some
times Ethel’s bill for goods pur
chased amounts to over $1 ,000, but
she never makes a mistake in pay
ment, and “Ethel’s store,” as it is
called in Chicago Junction, has the
reputation of selling good quality at
low prices. Everything about it is
kept neatly and orderly, and trade
has been steadily increasing. The
little business woman was taught
writing, reading and arithmetic by
her mother, but has never had time
to go to any school.

Brave Explorers

F O E ,

Like Stanley and Livingstone found it harder
to overcome Malaria, Fever and Ague, and
Typhoid disease germs than savage canni
bals ; but thousands have found that Elec
tric Bitters is a wonderful cure for all ma
larial diseases. If you have chilis with
fever, aches in back of neck and head, and
tired, worn out feeling, a trial will convince
you of their merit. W. A. Nall of Webb,
111., writes : “My children suffered for more
than a year with chills and fever ; then two
bottles of Electric Bitters cured them.”
Only 50c. Try them Guaranteed. Sold
by J. W. Culbert, druggist.

Ammunition and Repairs,

T

From the Philadelphia Record.

There is a general desire that the
Democratic party shall be reorgan
ized, and there is no doubt that it
will be reorganized: No better
basis of reorganization could be pro
posed than the statement of found
ation principles made by President
Jefferson in his inaugural address
in 1801. These principles are as
applicable now as they were then;
and no man who accepts them should
be denied the fellowship of the
Democratic party, and no man who
denies them should be admitted to
the camp.
S p o n ta n e o u s C o m b u s tio n o f H a y .

The question of the spontaneous
combustion of hay has recently been
investigated by one of the officials
of the Weather Bureau, who states
that fermentation within moist hay
may raise the temperature to 374
degree F., at which temperature
clover hay will ignite. The best
preventive to spontaneous combus
tion is a rapid and complete venti
lation by which the oxidization and
fermenting substances are kept
cooled down below the point of
ignition.

Rheumatism.
Nobody knows all about it;
and nothing,, now known, will

AUCTIONEER,
Offices in Baldwin’s Beal E state Building, Collegeville, and a t the office of Attorney E. F.
Slough, opposite Court House, Norristown. Or
ders by mail promptly attended to. I am
thankful to the public for past favors, and hope
to m erit further patronage.
18oct.

S^SA V E YOUR COWS

sion of Cod Liver Oil, when
they think it is caused by im
perfect

digestion

of

food.

You can do the same.
It may or may not be caused
by the failure of stomach and
bowels to do their work. If
it is, you will cure it; if not,
you will do no harm.

HOUSE FURNISHING
::: GOODS :::

cure,

It never dpes harm.

SAVE YOUR COWS from losing their
calves and from barrenness by using tbe old
and reliable cow medicine—

K ow

K ure,

Shirts, Gloves, and Clothing, for
Fall and W inter use.

Can
•Now
Be had
at

BEST

Reason
able

Makes

Prices.

OF

Call and see us. Np trouble to show goods.

THE

I. P. WILLIAMS,
LEADING GENTS’ FURNISHER,

225 Main Street,

ROYERSFORD, PA.

FO R C O W S O N L Y ,

AGENT FOR AMERICAN FIELD FENCING, CYPHERS INCUBATORS,
Thousands of Tenna. farmers find it a
BROODERS, ETC.
grand success. It cures scours in cows and
calves, removes bunches in the bag and Poultry Wire in all sizes, Man’s Green Bone
changes a losing cow into a paying one.
Cutters, Enterprise Shell Grinders,
Clover Meal, Chick Manna, etc.
FOR SALE BY
ISF^General repairing of Sewing Machines,
Bicycles, etc. Sa vs, Scissors and Skates
sharpened.

W. P. FENTON,

w

1

D R Y G O O D S Fall & W inter

*

LARGEST FORNITURE HORSE Ii

m
n
m
m

I-

AGENT FOR Demorest Sewing Machines,
$19.50 ; Western Washing Machines. $3.00
ond $3.50 ; Atlas Ready Mixed Paints, John
Lucas Ready Mixed Paints, and Zenith
Ready Mixed Points,

G O O D S

Flannelettes, Outing Flannels, Shaker
Flannels, Canton Flannels, and Wool
Flounces.
Muslins and Sheeting in all widths. Pil
low Casing, Tubing. A good Toweling at 4
cents per yard.
Cotton und All wool Bed Blankets in
Greys, Whites, Fawns and Red, from cheap
est to best.
New styles in Zaza Suiting, 30 inches wide.
A full line of Ladies’ and Gents’ Flat and
Before You Purchase.
Fleeced-Lined Underwear.
Men’s Pants in Latest Styles Wool and
We can and will give yon good Worsted,
$1 50 to $3.00.
value Tor yonr money.
Cotton Pants, 75c. to $1.00.
Hats and Caps, a new lot, in latest shapes
and colors.
See our line of Winter Shoes, Boots, Rub
ber Boots and Shoes. Try our Waterproof
Shoe, extra high top, double sole, or a pair
of our Two-buckle Felt Boots, and have dry
Cannot he Beat.
and warm feet the coldest day.
Horse Blankets, Stable Blankets and Plush
Spindle Wagons, Buggies,
Robes. Over 30 styles of blankets, from 60c.
to $7 per blanket.
Slurries, Phaetons,
Floor Oil Cloths and Linoleums.
and Farm Wagons,
Keep your cattle and poultry in good,
befclthy condition by feeding them Rauh’s
Stock and Poultry Food, a great egg pro
-----ooo---ducer. Bone Mills and Crushed Oyster
Shells in 100 lb. bags.
Paints, Oils, Glass, Building Hardware, 2
and 3-ply Roofing and Paint for same.
Our Grocery Department is complete with
good, clean, fresh stock, at prices as low as
207 Bridge S treet,
tbe lowest.

■^( H ouse

-^/[Bl a n k e t s

Our $12.00 Harness

I . H. Benjamin & Co.

E. G. Brownback,
TRAPPE, PA.

T ak e N otice 1
THE ONLY GENUINE

CEREALINE
F E E D

%S>

CAN BE HAD OF

A . E. H O O D ,
OAKS,

P A.

Dealer in the Best Grades o f
l.ehigh and Schuylkill

- C O

I

$50 SIDEBOARD FOR
$45
“

O 'U R

FARMERS,

©^-BEFORE BUYING
---- YOUR-----

FALL SHOES
INSPECT THE STOCK THAT IS
SOLD AT THE
C O L L E G E V IL L E

SHOE

A L -

AT BOTTOM PRICES. ,
FLOUR and FEED, GRAIN, FERTILIZ
ERS, LIME, FIELD SEED, &c.

i STORE

In men’s Bale., Box Calf, Vici Kid, Russet,
and Enamel Leather have double sole, and
are calf-lined.
Women’s and Children’s fine and medium
weight shoes.
A full line of RUBBER
BOOTS and SHOES.
* Thankful for past patronage, a continu
ance of the same is solicited.
■ A.. - W - J L O X J X l -

Novem ber
Offering's ::::
In dress goods the stock rangep
from plaids, at 10 cents, sold every
where else at 12}£ cents, to fine wool
stuffs from 25 cents to $1.
In Black Dress Goods, of which we
have always made a specialty, Henri
ettas, Cheviots, Serges, and fancy
styles are plenty.

Dp-Mate SHOES FOR MEN !
At Small Prices for the K(pd,
Men’s Vici Kid, $2.00, $2,50, $3,00,
Men’s Box Calf, $2,00, $2.75, $3.00.
Men’s Enamel, $3.00. | Boys’ Enamel and
Kid, $2.00.
FRANKLIN SHOES—Satin Calf, Men’s,
$2.00 ; Boys’, $1.30. Men’s Satin Calf, $1.50.

H. L. NYCE,

ASTED.
Two good carpenters immediately.
W
Apply to F. V{. WALTERS;, Trappe, PaJ

This assertion can easily be proven by a call at onr store, where
we will show you the goods on our 16,000 feet of floor space.

m

SPECIAL BARGAINS
it
FOR THIS WEEK it
m
if
it Closing Out Lot of Handsome Sideboards, it

— AT----

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Phcenixville, Pa.

II
i
iit
1
§

In. M o n tg o m e ry C o nnty.

Ü
n

1m

W. P. FENTON,
S E E

I

And the Largest Stock to Select from

Gruoceries,

Hardware. Oils, Faints, Glass. &c

f|

E MEAN W HAT WE SAY.
We stick to the truth when we say we have the

Main Street, Near Depot, it
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

— D EA LER IN —

The genuine has
this picture on it, take
no other.
If you have not
tried it, send for free
sample, its agreeable
taste will surprise
you.
SCOTT & BOWNE,
Chemists, ,
409 Pearl S t., N. Y.
6 K Hail Street, Irris ió n , Pa.
50 c. and $ 1.00 ; all druggists.
■¡TET YOUR Posters Printed al
J>
the Independent Office.

Up - to - date Hats, Underwear,

Electrical and Bicycle Supplies,
OIL
Heaters

at our

New Stand with a New Line of

--------A N D --------

Paint, Glass, Patty, Varnish, Oil,
Brushes, Etc.

The way, to cure a disease
is to stop its cause, and help
the body get back to its habit
of health.
When Scott’s Emulsion of
Cod Liver Oil does that, it
cures; when it don’t, it don’t

COMMODATE YOU

HARDWARE

always cure it.
Doctors try Scott’s Emul

AND ARE READY TO AC

— DEALER IN —

THE MERCHANT’S FIRST EXPERIENCE
WITH “ DRESSED” FOWLS.

R e o rg a n iz a tio n th e W o rd .

WE HAVE MOVED

GEO. F. CLAMER,

f e t t e r o I sF ,

A GOOD TU R K EY STORY.

A story is told of a commission
merchant who is an extremely
“close buyer. ” When he receives
a consignment, he never fails to
claim an allowance for something
alleged to have spoiled on the way.
This habit is well known to the
trade, and has led to many com
plaints from shippers, but the mer
chant has always managed to come
but on top.
During Christmas week, as. the
story goes, he received several
barrels of fat, dressed turkeys from
a poultryman in the Northwest.
Heretofore he had dealt exclusively
in live fowls, and probably the
correspondence clerk got things
mixed. At any rate, the shipper
was astonished to receive a letter
by return mail, running about as
follows:
“ Dear Sir: “We regret to advise
you that four of the turkeys in your
consignment of December reached
here dead. Please make deduction
for same and return correct amount.
Yours truly, ”
The poultryman eommuned with
himself and replied thus:
“ Déar Sir: I am sorry to say I
find it impossible to make concess
ions requested. I have established
a rule requiring all customers who
desire live dressed turkeys to no
tify us in advance, so we can send
them in heated cars. Turkeys with
out feathers and insides are liable
to catch cold if shipped in the ordi
nary manner. The mortality among
dressed turkeys was very large
this year. Yours mournfully. ”

— GO TO —

Just received from the Manufactur
ing Company, Muncy Blankets. See
our Colored Wool Blaukets at $2.50.
and the White Wool Blankets at $8.48.
Sold under a Muncy guarantee that
they are properly shrunken and per
fect. Onr guaranteed is that they are
underpriced.

$35
$32.50

$40 SIDEBOARD FOR
»35
“

$30
$25

$75 BEDROOM SUIT FOR $50.

i

m
it
§-: Special Inducement
$4 ROCKERS FOR
$3
“

it
it
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

m

$2.50
2.00

100 Morris Chairs from

$3.50 up

:-l;

We will sell the Genuine Singer Sewing Machine,
drop head, guaranteed for five years, $28, this week.
In addition to the articles mentioned, we have everything in
furniture needed in the household.
ALL GOODS GUARANTEED A8 REPRESENTED.

STORAGE FOR HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
Each party’s goods locked in a separate room.

GUS F.G0 1 F,
113 E. Main St.,

ft:

ft

m
m
ft
Ift
ft

NORRISTOWN, PA.

mmmmmmmmmmznwmmmummmxm
N ew Fall
Thinking*
— AND—
A bout
W inter
#
Presents
Goods !
T h ese D ay s.
Flannelettes for wrappers
and children’s dresses. Guinea HERB’S A POINTER t If yon buy it.
now you’ll be that much ahead when
Hen Flannel for Skirts. Out
Christmas comes. We will lay it away
until then.
ing Flannel, Shaker Flannel,
and Canton Flannel,
( i J M ’I t j- Dainty and'
artistic effects fa delicate tints. Just
Sheeting in all widths,
the thing for an inexpensive and pretty
gift.
Tubing for pillow cases ;
Muslins, bleached and un- Watches, Rings, Silver and Ebony Novelties..
Umbrellas, Diamonds.
bleaehed ; Towelings, from We have
a larger stock thajj, ever. Price»
5 cts., up.
will be rightr.,
Linings and all Small No
tions used for dressmaking,
such as bones, hooks and
eyes, shields, collar canvas,
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN.
seam binding, etc.
Buy the New Shape Cor 16 E a s t M a in St.,
set for 1900 to have the cor
NORRISTOWN. PA.
rect figure. Also the Silk
Opaque for dress trimming.
T H E
Gilt Braid, too, is to be used
for dress trimming, as well
as for millinery. Velvet Rib
bon is still on the lead and
here on hand.
Ready - made Wrappers,
Overalls, and a full line of “ Economy is the Easy
Winter Underwear for ladies,
Chair of Old Age.”
gents and children, at all
prices. White Shirts, Col
Then why not buy one of our New
ored Shirts, latest styles in
Era Radiators and save coal bills.
An Immense proportion of the
Collars and Ties, and every
beat made by the fuel we bum passes
thing for Gents’ Furnishings.

J. D . S a lla d e ,

3BIGSTORED

Mrs. Frances Barrett’s,
M A IN S T R E E T ,
C O L L E G E V IL L E .

B. LONG & NON,
— IN THEIR —

NEW RESTAURANT,
(Next door to Register Office,)

No. 5f . Main St.. - Norristown, Pa.,

out of the chimney instead of heating
the rooms. “Hotter on top of the
chimney than down by the stove,”
yes, a good deal.
The New Era Radiator is a device
affixed to a stove pipe or furnace pipe
to keep the heat from going up the
chimney. It doee it.
Your coal bills are nearly twice as
large as they would be if yon need
this waste heat. Don’t waste it, stop
it before it reaches the chimney with
New Era Radiator.
Sold by

Are ready at all times to give their patrons
first class service. Just such meals as yon
w ant; all the delicacies of the season, and
the best of everything the market affords.
Oysters served in every style.
HARDWARE, CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS,
Keystone Dry Goods Store,
A home-Uke place for country people and
TOYS, ETC.,
Main St., Opposite Publie Square, townspeople to be served with meals or
lunches. Remember the place, No. 5 West
58 and 60 East Main Street.
Main Street, next door to Register Office,
NORRISTOWN, PA.
find a few steps from Swede Street,
NORRISTOWN. PA,

■¡ MORGAN WRIGHT

H . E . E ls t o n ,

f t THE INDEPENDENT®
TERMS — #1.00 1»EK YEAR
s:
IN AHVAXCI!.
Si

Thursday, Nov. 15, 1900
CHURCH SERVICES.
St. Jam es’ Episcopal, Evansburg : Kev. A. J.
Barrow, rector. Servloes every Sunday. Morn
ing a t 10.80, evening a t 7.45. Sunday School at
2.15 p. m. i *
St. Paul’s Memorial Protestant Episcopal
Church, Oaks Station. Rev. B. J . Douglass,
rector. Services on Sundays, 10.46 a. m., 3.30
p. m. Also Sunday School a t 5S.30 o’clock in the
annex adjoining. Holy Communion first Sun
day in the month a t 10.46 a. m. servloe. The
seats in this church are free a.nd a very cordial
welcome is extended to all.
Lower Providence Presbyterian Church, Rev.
0. R. Brodhead, pastor. Sunday School, 8.30
а. m. Preaching, 10.30 a. m. Y. P. S. C. E., 7
p. m. Preaohing, 7.30 p. m.
Lower Providence Baptist Church. Preachlng servloes 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m., every
Sunday, Rev. Wm. Courson, pastor. Bible
school, 9.30 a. m. Prayer meeting, Wednesday
evening a t 7.80. Shannonville Mission, every
second Sunday evening a t 7.80; Bibik school,
Sundays, a t 2.30 p. m.; prayer meeting, Tues
days a t 7.30 p.m.; Rev. S. O. Perry, pastor.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev.
б. L. Messinger, pastor. Preaching every Sun
day a t 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Sunday School
at 9 a.m . Junior Endeavor prayer meeting,
Sunday, a t 2 p. m. Y. P. S. C. E. prayer meet
in g , Sunday, a t 6.30 p . m. Congregational
prayer meeting, Wednesday, a t 7.30 p. m. All
are cordially Invited to attend the services.

D o rc a s S o c ie ty M e e tin g .

M e th a c to n L ite ra ry S o c ie ty .

DEATHS.

Y erkes and Vicinity.

A meeting of the Trappe Dorcas
Society will be held at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Moyer, near
this borough, on Saturday, Novem
ber 17, at 2 p. m.

The Methacton Literary Society
will hold its regular meeting in
Cherry Tree school house on Satur
day evening, November 17. The
following program will be rendered:
Recitations—Clarence Place, May
Garrett, John Kratz. Readings—
Mame Campbell, Mary Fry, Chester
Kratz, Stella Smith. Music—Mame
Campbell, Lizzie Place, Flora Camp
bell, Nellie Evans. Each member
of the society will please come pre
pared to tell a story.

Mrs. Hannah Rawn, widow of the
late Henry H. Rawn, died of con
sumption at her home at Iron bridge,
Friday morning, aged 60 years, 6
months and 3 days. The surviving
children are: Stella S. Rawn, who
resides at home; Mrs. Harvey Whit
man, of Anselma; Mrs. Henry
Auchey, of Skippack; J. Warren
Rawn, of Philadelphia; and George
Rawn, of Skippack. The deceased
also leaves one sister, Mrs. H.
Swineheart, of Boyertown; and two
brothers, Jesse Stierly, of near
Trappe, and Isaac Stierly, of Areola.
The funeral was held yesterday
(Wsdnesday) at 10 o’clock; inter
ment at Lutheran cemetery, Trappe.
Undertaker John S. Kepler had
charge of the remains.

Messrs. Abram Wanner, Henry
Ashenfelter and J. Elmer Gotwals
rode their wheels from the West
Chester Normal School to Yerkes,
Friday night, and returned Sunday
afternoon. They say they had a
fine ride.
Revs. Missley and Landes and
their wives, accompanied by four
other couples, all from Lancaster
county, visited friends in this
vicinity on Saturday and Sunday.
Joseph Brunner, of Audubon,
was the guest of J. G. Detwiler,
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Abram Gotwals
and daughters Elizabeth and Eunice
of -Norristown, visited relatives
here on Saturday.
The funeral of Mrs. Ann Kratz,
on November 12, was largely at
tended. The deceased was sixtyfive years of age. Death was due
to cancer. She is mourned by a
large circle of relatives and friends.
The U. P. A. A. will hold a meet
ing in the Mennonite school house
on Saturday evening, November 17.
All members are requested to at
tend.

C h r is tia n E n d e a v o r C o n v e n tio n .

Thousands of young people will
attend the State Christian Endeavor
Convention in Philadelphia, Novem
ber 20, 21, and 22, active prepar
ations for which have been going
on for many months.

E le c tio n J o llific a tio n Id io ts .
O ld F o lk s ’ S e rv ic e .

A unique and successful service
was held in the Spring City Re
formed church, Sunday. All the
aged people of the town were con
veyed to and from the church in
cabs.
'____ ______
F ro m N o rr is to w n to G ra te rs fo rd .

Twenty members of the Y. P. S.
C. E. of the Central Presbyterian
church, of Norristown, journeyed to
Gratersford last Thursday evening
and were hospitably entertained at
the residence of H. M. Espenship.
R e u n io n o f F a r m e r s in

W o rc e s te r .

Six hundred representatives from
Eagleville, Centre Square, Line
Lexington, Plumsteadville and Sassamansville Farmers’ Union joined
with the Worcester Farmers’ Union
in a reunion, on Monday.

Six young men of Linfield, who,
were celebrating McKinley’s elec
tion, fastened a rope about the neck
of Augustus D. Geisler, an ardent
Bryanite and a merchant in the
village, to “drag him up Salt River,”
paid dearly for their, idiocy. Geiser had them arrested on the charge
of riotous conduct and malicious
assault and battery, and at a hearng before Magistrate Missimer at
Pottstown, Saturday, .each was
mulcted for $7.50 costs.
A P o v e rty S o c ia l.

The flower committee j of the
Christian Endeavor Society of
Trinity Reformed church, this place,
will hold a poverty social in Fen
ton’s hall on this coming Saturday
evening, November 17, from 6 to 10
O’clock. Tickets of admission, cost
ing 10 cents each, will entitle the
holder to refreshments. Home
made candies and other articles will
be on sale. The proceeds of the
social will be devoted to purchasing
flowers for the church and for the
sick in the neighborhood during the
coming winter.

Mrs. Ann Krâtz, widow of the
late Isaac Kratz, of Upper Provi
dence, died of cancer at her home
home last Thursday night, aged 65
years. The surviving children are:
William Kratz and Mrs. Oliver
Grimley, both of Upper Providence.
The funeral was held Monday and
was attended by a large gathering
of relatives and friends. Interment
at the Mennonite cemetery near
Yerkes; undertaker John S. Kepler
in charge.

O ffic ia l C o u n t o f th e V o te in M o n t
g o m e ry C o u n ty .

The tabulating and comparison of
the official returns of last Tuesday’s
election has been completed and the
court Monday morning reviewed
the work of tabulating clerks W. F.
Dannehower, Esq., and Jesse B.
Farrington. The official returns
follow:
P R E S ID E N T .

McKinley, R ......................................17,051
Bryan, D............................................ 11,808
Wooley, P .......................................... 395
McKinley’s plu rality .................... 5,843
A U D IT O R G E N E R A L .

Hardenberg, R ................................. 16,260
Meek, D ...............................
11,375
Hardenberg’s plurality................... 4,885
CO NG RESSM A N. /

Wanger, R .........................................16,382
VanArtsdalen, D .............................. 11,152
Wanger’s plurality....................... 5,170

pUBLIC SALE OF

pU BLIC SALE OF

FRESH COWS !

Personal Property!
The undersigned, who will relinquish the
business of farming, will sell ati public sale
on THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1900,
at his residence* near the Mennonite Meet
inghouse in Upper Providence township,
the following personal property: Horse. 8
years old; 5 cows, 4 will be
fresh within two months;,
,6 steers, (feeders); 8 shoats; 400
sheaves of comfodder, hay and
straw by the hundred. Market, wagon,
lot wagon, with ladders; wheelbarrow, 20
ft. ladder, 12 ft. ladder, 2 barrels of vine
gar, 5 bushels choice seed potatoes, onions
by the bushel, Wiard plow, spike harrow,
one-horse roller, comsheller, Planet Jr.
seed drill with fixtures, rope and pulley,
nearly new; pulverizer, hoe harrows, new
set of heavy harness, for lead or lot
wagon; butter churn and worker, 2 dozen
milk pans, 3 bedsteads, one a trundle bed;
table, and numerous other articles not
mentioned. Sale at 1 o’clock, sharp.
Conditions by
D. WEBSTER FAVINGER.
J. G. Fetterolf, auct. J. G. Detwiler, cl’k.

LOT OF SHOATS.

É 5Ì

&

.1 3 !

|3 !

Will be sold at public sale, on MON
DAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1900, at my resi
dence, near the almshouse, 20 fresh cows,
from the Cumberland Valley. This is a
lot of choice cows; good sizes and shapes,
and big baggers and milkers. Also a lot
of fine shoats at private sale on Saturday
previous. Sale at 1 o’clock. Conditions
by
M. P.* ANDERSON, Agt.
W. M. Pierson, auct.
AT 9 A. M.
HJBLIC SALE OF

Turkeys, Chickens,
DUCKS AND SHOATS.

Will be sold at public sale, on MON
DAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1900, at Perki
omen Bridge Hotel, 500 Turkeys, 500
lUBI.IC SALE OF
Chickens, 100 Ducks and 150 Shoats.
Finest stock in the market. Bring your
boxes along. Jgp” Also 20 steers weigh
Personal Property!
ing one thousand pounds each and ten
.11,211
cows.
a t 9 o’clock a. m. Con
Will be sold a t public sale on FRIDAY, ditions Sale
.11,250
by
MURRAY MOORE.
.11,365 NOVEMBER 16, 1900, on the premises of H. H. Schlichter, auct. C. U. Bean, clerk.
.11,198 the subscriber (known as the Hiltebeitel
,.11,283 Farm), in Upper Providence township,
. 4,449 near Quaker Meetinghouse, the following TWO PUBLIC SALES IN ONE DAY.
.. 4,454 personal property: Three horses. Nos. 1
UBLIC SALE OF WESTERN
. 4,251 and 2, gray horses, coming 11 years old,
both good workers andnot afraid
FEANA.
. 4,071
of the cars ; can be driven by any
. 3,922
.person. No. 8, a bay horse 12 Poultry, Cows, Shoats!
PR O TH O N O TA RY .
years old, good worker and can’t
.14,872 be beat on the tread-power. Six cows,
Brooke, R __
l!£
.11,850 some in profit on day of sale. One
Albright, D.
young Alderney stock bull, of good iBlM
Will be sold at public sale, on MON
Brooke’s plurality,......................... 3,023 stock and very gentle: Two-horse farm
DAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1900, at Bean’s
D IR E C T O R O P T H E P O O R .
wagon and bed, 2-inch tread, in good or Hotel,
Schwenksville, Pa., a t 9 a. m.,
Kindig, R ...........................................14,998 der; McCormick reaper and binder, goqd sharp, 350 very nice turkeys, 500 chickens,
an new; Buckeye cultivator, good as new; 100 ducks and geese, and 150 shoats: Be
Swing, D ....................................
11,656
springtooth harrow, single cultivator, hay on hand as this is good and fine stock. At
Kindig’s plurality.......................... 3,342 flat, cornsheller, hay rake, lead harness, 1.30 p. m., 45 extra Southern Ohio cows,
milk wagon, express sleigh, carriage pole,
of them fresh with calves hy their
JU R Y C O M M IS S IO N E R .
lot of harness, Household Goods: Two most
Also a few springers. Gentlemen,
Walters, R ,....................................... 15,009 washing machines, cook stove No. 8, two sides.
the dafe and the time to sell the
Hendricks, D ......................................11,565 parlor stoves, clothes wringer, lot chairs remember
poultry and shoats is a t 9 a. m., and the
and many other articles not mentioned. cows
at
1.30
m. Come early as we must
Walter’s plurality......................... 3,444 Sale at 1 o’clock p. m. Conditions: All start the salep.promptly
because we have a
sums of $10 and over a credit of 90 days big lot to sell and the
days are short.
will be given on note with approved se Conditions by
FRANK SCHWENK.
curity, payable a t the Farmers’ National
F.
H.
Peterman,
auct.
Hade Young Again.
Bank, Phoenixville; under $10, cash.
LEVIOXENFORD.
“One of Dr. King’s New Life Pills each L.H,Ingram,auct. Howard
Yocum, clerk. jpUBLIC SALE OF
night for two weeks has put mein my ‘teens’
again,” writes D. H. Turner of Dempseytown, Pa. They’re the best in the world for
Extra Ohio Poultry !
»UBLIC SALE OF
Liver, Stomach and Bowels. Purely vege
Will be sold at public sale, on SATUR
table. Never gripe. Only 25c. at Culbert’s
DAY, NOVEMBER 24>, 1900, at Bean’s
drug store.
Personal Property
Hotel, Schwenksville, Pa., at 9 a. m.,
very nice Ohio- Turkeys, 600
Will be sold at public sale, on THURS sharp, 1000
400 ducks and geese. Gentle
DAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1900, on the prem chickens,
jpilBLIC SALE OF
men,
this
is
superior
stock and well worthy
ises late of M. R. Schraek, one and a half the attention of buyers.
The sale will
miles west of the Borough of Trappe, the start promptly a t 9 o’clock a.
m. Condi
following personal property: Two horses, tions by
Blankets, Carriages,
FRANK SCHWENK.
—7 cows; chickens and turkeys.
F. H. Peterman, auct.
Fallingtop buggy, spindle wagon,
HARNESS, ETC.
sleigh, market wagon, three-inch
Will be sold at public sale, on THURS
tread; farm wagon with bed, JpUBLIC SALE OF
DAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1900, at the manufactured
Shaffer, Merkle & Co.,
Market House, Phoenixville, Pa., at one of Fleetwood;byMcCormick
reaper
o'clock p. m., Horse Blankets, Carriages,
and
binder,
right-hand
cut, open__ ___
Harness, etc. See sale bills. No post
Turkeys, Chickens,
ponement on account of weather, as sale elevator; Champion mowing machine, hay
rake,
hay
tedder,
Pennsylvania
cultivator
DUCKS AND SHOATS.
is under cover. We make the sale; you
with com marker, plank roller, hay lad
make the prices.
Will be sold at public sale, on TUES
ders,
2
springtooth
harrows,
grain
drill,
N. H. BENJAMIN & CO.
2 Wiard and 2 Syracuse plows, single, DAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1900, at Beck
8no3t.
double and triple trees, hay hook, rope man’s hotel, Trappe, 600 turkeys, 1000
and pulley, block and tackle, timber, cow Y7~"»»chickens, lot of duoks, and 150
shoats, from Indiana county. Bring
and. other chains, manure hoards, rakes
nONTINEED PUBLIC SALE OF and forks, grain cradls, scythe and sneath. your boxes with you. Sale a t one o’clock.
J. D. McKALIP.
maul and wedges, axe, crosscut saw, two Conditions by
sets of lead harness, collars, fly straps, F. H. Peterman, auct. A. P. Fritz, clerk.
double
lines,
plow
line,
blind
and
headLumber, Cord Wood, Etc. halters, two sets of single harness, hay,
Will he sold at public sale, on THURS comfodder, com, lot of barrels, potatoes J3R1VATE SALE OF
DAY, NOVEMBER 15,1900, on the Albert by the bushel, Delavel cream separator
Crawford Farm near Audubon (formerly No. 2, farmers’ boiler, ice box, 2 mixing
Extra Fine Steers!
Shannonville), on road leading from Au troughs, large feed chest, water trough,
dubon to Jeffersonville, one-fourth mile Enterprise meat cutter, lard press, butter
Will
be sold at private sale, beginning
east of former place, 7,000 feet of one-inch box, Reid’s butter worker, churn with two SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER 17, 1900, at
Oak and Maple Boards, 5,000 feet of two- handles, thirty-quart milk can, cream and Beckman’s Hotel,
Trappe, two car-loads
inch Oak and Maple Plank, 5,000 feet of other buckets, washing machine, iron ket of extra fine steers—feeders
butchers’
Scantling, oak and maple; 30 Cords of tle, pot rack, cook stove and pipe, parlor cattle, weighing from 700 to and
1300 pounds,
Cord Wood ; Ash Pile. Sale a t 1 o’clock, stove and pipe, window shades, screens, eaeh. Those who wish to buy
first-class
bedstead,
rocking
chairs,
washstand,
and
sharp. Conditions hy
one hundred and one articles not men stock will be fully accommodated. Will
JAMES KALBACH & SON.
tioned. No sutlers allowed. Sale to com remain at Beckman’s hotel until stock is
L. H. Ingram, auct.
JONAS FISHER.
mence at 1 o’clock, p. m. Conditions :— sold.
Six months’ oredit on sums of ten dollars
and upward.
M. B, SCHRACK.
UBLIC SALE OF
Wayne Pierson, auct.
U)UBLI(1 s a l e o f
J. M. Zimmerman, Clerk.
A SSEM BLY .

Barker, R ..
DeHaven, R
Murphey, R
McGlathery R.
Haldeman, R
Delaney, D __
Hersch, D........
Larzelere, D__
Rosenberry, D
Smith, D........
Sexton, H. G ..
Fetterolf,
H. G
FROM OAKS.
Kriebel, H. G ..
Miller, H. G ...
Thé campaign is over and Mc Jones,
H. G ...

.12,487
.12,508
.12,442
.12,375
.12,435

P

Kinley will still be President Mc
Kinley without the prefix Ex, as
Harold the oldest son of H. E. some thought it might be and many
Brandt, Walnut sereet, Royersford, said it would be, ought to be, ‘while
died very suddenly Saturday after the citizens of twenty-eight States
noon from internal convulsions. said it should be. “So thankful we
A n In te re s tin g V o lu m e .
The lad only suffered a short time, all ought to be, ” that our flag will
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. J. P. Rowland
Mrs. Mary Gbtwals, of Yerkes,
then passed away. The funeral still wave over the Philipees, Matapastor.
Services a t 11 a. m. and 7 p. m.
was held Wednesday of this week. bees, and for that matter over the
Sunday School at 9.30 a. m. Prayer service fol has in her possession a New
Interment in Montgomery cemetery, land of Tea, without, due respect is
England Primer of the 1821 edition.
lowing Sunday School.
Norristown, Pa.
shown for its authority. On de
Services a t United Evangelical Church, It is a tiny volume, and quite in
dresser am de flour, iq, de pantry
Trappe, next Sunday a t 10 a. m. Sunday teresting when compared with the
am de ham. Straight up to Harris
text-books of to-day.
School a t 2 o'clock.
U
R
S
I
N
U
S
C
O
L
L
E
G
E
N
O
T
E
S
.
M o v e d In to T h e ir N e w Q u a rte rs .
burg will go Mr. Editor Haldeman.
Augustus L utheran Church, Trappe ReguThe members of the Young Men’s
This is the week of prayer at Ur
The I n d e p e n d e n t has given a re
G o ld e n W e d d in g .
lar services next Sunday a t 10 a. m. and 7.80
Mr. and Mrs. Silas Heyser, of Club of Evansburg have moved into sinus. Services were started on port of the election returns in town
Michigan, former resi their new quarters at fhe residence Sqnday evening, when the Rev. A. ship and county, and in this Lower
Trinity Church. Wednesday evening, prayer Jackson,
service a t 7.80 o’clock. Sunday : Sunday School dents of this county, celebrated of the Hon. H. K. Boyer, and are S. Fichthorn, pastor of the Evan election district a heavy vote was
In the territory formed,
at 9 a. m., and preaching a t 10 o’clock and 7.46 their golden wedding on Saturday keeping open bouse from 6.30 to 1,0 gelical Lutheran Church of the polled.
p. in.; the J r C. E. prayer service a t 2 o’clock ; evening, Noverrfber 3.
Mr. Heyser p. m. every evening. A regular Trinity, of Norristown, was present by striking a line, beginning at the
the Y . P. S . O. E. prayer service, Mr. Wm. H. has a number of friends in this meeting is held every Friday even and delivered an address in Bom Schuylkill and following Brower’s
Hartman leader, a t 6.45 o’clock.
ing at 7.30. An entertainment will berger hall. Thé choir of Trinity run for a western boundary to KeyThe pastor mill conduct divine service in the locality.
be given at the club house next Reformed church, this place, under ser’s mill on the Perkiomen, south
Skippackvilie church, Sunday, a t 2.30 p. m.
Tuesday evening, the 20th, at 8 the direction of Dr. J. L. Barnard, westerly to the Schuylkill, fiftyY e a r ly M e e tin g
o’clock. All are cordially invited. furnished the music. On Monday three Republican votes were cast
The yearly meeting of the Upper A cross country run will be partici evening, J. C. McCracken, the well- for McKinley and Roosevelt. These,
H om e and Abroad.
Providence Live Stock Association pated in by members of the club on known full-back of the University with the Democrats and Prohibi
will be held at J. Spang’s Lamb Thanksgiving day at 3 p. m., start of Pennsylvania foot ball team, and tionists, proves this pear-shaped
Trappe, on Monday, Decem ing at the club house, through Skip- president of the Y. M. C. A. of the piece of territory is quite thickly
—Was there a. meteoric shower hotel,
ber 3, 1900, at 1 o’clock p. m. The pack, returning by way of Fuhr- University, made an interesting ad populated by a majority of not only
Tuesday night?
Board of Managers will meet at 9 man’s and Robison’s corner and dress. Miss Sara Hendricks ren Republicans, but dyed-in-the-wool
finishing at place of beginning. An dered a vocal solo. H. W. Gibson, Republicans.
—At a meeting of the Fire Com- a. m.
Ipany,
__ Monday
_ evening,
_ it was de
appropriate prize will be awarded general secretary of Y. M. C. A. of
To be up to date, you know, I. R.
P ro g re s s iv e N o v e lty P a rty .
the winner. Members desiring to Lancaster, spoke on Tuesday even Weikel and Tom McCabe made an
cided to hold an oyster supper early
Miss Alma Clamer entertained a enter should communicate with Mr. ing. The following will participate election bet. « If McKinley was
in 1901.
number of her Ursinus College Harry Poley.
at the remainder of the meetings: elected, McCabe was to wheel
v—Florist Rimby has a fine dis friends with a progressive novelty
Thursday, Prof. F. H. Green, West
around the square at Oaks,
play of chrysanthemums at - his party at her home on Main street F a ta lly In ju re d by a R u n a w a y H o rs e . Chester State Normal School; Fri Weikel,
in a wheelbarrow or a “ vehicle”
greenhouse. Go and see the beautiful last Wednesday evening. Favors
R-G. -Hooper (Yale), assistant that holds one, with one wheel,
John P. Jones, of Mont Clare, a day,
flowers.
were won by Mr. R. E. Miller and rural
general secretary of the Y. M. C. A. while Weikel agreed if Bryan was
letter
carrier
from
the
Phoenix—Editor Dambly, of the Skippack Mr. W. H. Gibb. The event was a ville office, was terribly injured on of Philadelphia ; Saturday. W. P. elected to perambulate the avenues,
of the University of forming the square, with a wheel
Transcript is recovering from his delightful success.
Monday while on his route. When Remington,
Pennsylvania;
afternoon, barrow, with McCabe as ballast.
recent illness.
near Cromby his horse took fright at 3.15 o’clock,Sunday
Rev. Gladstone We have not heard when this
E v a n g e lis tic S e rv ic e s .
at
a
passing
train
and
ran
away.
Royersford. Every one will rough rider excursion is to take
■
—Tuesday evening of last week
Arrangements have been com Mr. Jones was thrown to the ground Holm,
be
cordially
welcomed at these place, when they will charge the
a number of neighbors and friends pleted
for the holding of a week’s and evidently dragged a consider meetings.
tendered Mrs. Elizabeth Roberts, of evangelistic
steeps of Lookout avenue, and then
services in St. Luke’s able distance. He was found lying
Trappe, a surprise party in honor of Reformed Church,
east on said avenue to Aunt Jane’s
in the road in an unconscious con
Trappe,
begin
A
large
delegation
of
Ursinus
her 80th birthday
ning December 2. Rev. J. B dition and removed to the Phoenix- students will attend the District lane, south on said lane to Main,
to Railroad street to place of
—Sheriff J. K. Light will sell the Shontz, of Chambersburg, Pa., will ville hospital. His head was badly Contention of the Y, M. C. A. at west
beginning. While the parade is
personal property of Michael Simon assist the pastor, and do most of cut, his skull probably fractured, West Chester, from November 23 passing
the poultry park the roos
his hands and body bruised and to 25.
t
of Lower Providence, on Monday the preaching.
ters
will
crow and chant a chanti
lacerated.
The
injured
man
lay
in
morning, 9 o’clock, November 19th
The Ursinus Bulletin, under its cleer, the hens will sing an exult
an unconscious condition until 9.30
W h e r e to B u y G ifts .
—Those who expect something
o’clock Monday evening, when he new management, promises to be a ant lay. The band on approaching
J. D. Sallade, the well-known died. Mr. Jones was about 65 years model college journal. The first the coal yard will play a selection
for nothing usually want more than
jeweler and optician of Norristown of age, a veteran of the Civil War issue of the term made its appear of music appropriate to the occa P
they get.
is fully prepared .to delighj^ anc. and prominent in Grand Army ance in an attractively designed sion for the first time, known as the
Household Goods!
A Valuable F arm !
—Thieves stole 1000 feet of feed meet the requirements of, gift-buy circles, being Post Commander of cover, and a new style of make-up Nebraska Blizzard Two-step Cake
Will be sold at public sale, on TUES gH ER IFF’N SALE OF
wire from the Chestnut Hill and ers. His assortment is large, up-to Lieut. Josiah White Post, No. 45. throughout. It is proposed to offer walk, or where am I at? in the soup DAY,
Will be sold a t public sale, On SATUR
NOVEMBER
20,
1900,
at
the
resi
Norristown Electric Company, be date, and his prices are right. He A wife and two daughters survive a prize for the best story submitted or in the brine? You won’t see me dence of Henry S. Ellis, one-fourth mile
DAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1900, on the prem
REAL ESTATE!
ises of the late David Roberts, deceased,
tween Plymouth and the county gives a timely pointer elsewhere in him.
of Oaks Station, the following goods,
by students of the institution for again until next election time. Bums west
in Worcester township, Montgomery Co.,
namely
:
Bedsteads
and
bedding,
bureau,
this issue, in reference to gift-buy
(seat on Thursday night.
publication. The conditions of the and tramps will keep off the grass stands, parlor stove, 2 oil stoves, settee, 6 By virtue of a writ of Ijsvari Facias, Pa.,
the following described real estate of
issued
out'of
the
Court
of
Common
Pleas
and
boot
blacks
and
street
gamins
ing.
contest will be made known in the
cane-seat chairs, lot of other chairs, lot of of Montgomery county, to me directed, said decedent: A farm containing 103 Acres
' —G. W, Yost, ex-postmaster and
T h e R e c ita l a S u c c e s s .
November number, which will come will not be allowed to ornament the carpet, benches, screen- door, rocking will be sold at public sale, on WEDNES of Land, more or less. This farm is in a
storekeeper, of this borough, has
state of cultivation and is one of the
A large audience was present at out on Saturday.
trees and lamp posts to get a better chairs, barrels, boxes, stuffier, oil cloth, DAY, DECEMBER 5, 1900, at 1 o’clock high
F a r m e r s ’ U n io n C o m p a n y .
made an assignment to Dr. S. B
pans, cream separator, vinegar and bar p. m., in Court Room No. 2,~at the Court best in the county. Eighty-five acres of it
the
musical
recital
given
in
Bom
view
of
the
parade,
while
the
pro
The annual meeting of the Farm berger Memorial Hall last Thurs
rel, 3-seated bob sleigh, new, never been House, in the borough of Norristown, said is clear farm land; there is ten acres of
Horning, of Lower Providence, for
Delaware vs. Ursinus is still the* cession is passing.
used, cost $75.00. Many other articles too county, the following described real good timber and the balance is excellent
the benefit of creditors. Mr. Yost’s ers’ Union Company for the re day evening, and the occasion was a topic of conversation with foot •ball
meadow land. There is a stream of water
numerous to mention. Sale at 1.30 p. m., estate;
Harry
Campbell
Sr.
has
been
laid
covery
of
stolen
horses,
etc.,
will
be
neighbors and friends regret to
through every field, except one,
marked success both from an artis enthusiasts. The game on Satur up with a boil on his neck.
sharp. Terms, cash.
All that certain messuage and 2 con running
held
at
Fairview
Village
Hall
on
it a most valuable farm for dairy
SAMUEL S. GRIFFIN.
learn of his financial embarrassment,
tiguous tracts of land situate in the bor making
day
on
Ursinus’
field
resulted
in
a
tic
and
popular
point
of
view.
Miss
purposes.
It is located three miles from
Saturday, December 1,. roll call at Julia Theresa Wilson, the pianist score of 12-0 in Ursinus’ favor, and
Supervisor Hallman is rushing Lewis Ingram, auct. Lewis E. Griffin, cl’k ough of Trappe, said county, to wit :
Centre Point Creamery (one of the best),
—An annualar (ring) eclipse of 1 o’clock. In addition to the usual of
No,
1,
Beginning
in
the
middle
of
a
pub
the
improvements
on
the
new
road
three miles from Collegeville, and seven
the evening, performed her num: proved an exciting contest from
lic road, bounded by lands of the Metho miles
the sun will occur on the 21st, but routine business a distribution of bers
Norristown. Water Street
with much ability. In Mosz- start to finish. It is probable that to completion as fast as he can. It
dist church, another public road, lands Schoolfrom
e a r l y m e e t in g .
it will be visible only in the South-; funds on hand will be made, each kowski’s
House is on one corner of the
is a job to get the roots of the
The yearly meeting of the Upper now or late of Henry Poley, Tract No. 2, place. There
“Moment
Musicale”
she
the
score
would
have
been
larger
are fruit trees of almost
ern Hemisphere.
member to receive ¡I
Live Stock Association will and said first mentioned public road, con
did herself much credit, though had it not been that during the first hedge clean out as the hedge grew Providence
variety on the premises, and the\
be held at J. Spang’s Lamb Hotel, Trappe, taining 87 acres and 72 perches of land, every
so
luxuriantly
right
where
the
fences are in good condition. The im
Chopin’s “Etude op. 25, No. 9” was half of the game Ursinus struggled
—Aaron Wiles, 42 years old, of
on Monday, December 3, 1900, at 1 o’clock more or less.
provements consist of a large
T e le p h o n e L in e R e p a ire d .
rendered with skill and expression. against a fierce wind. Long’s runs greatest amount of grading must p. m. The Board of Managers will meet No. 2, Beginning in said public road,
Skippack township, has been miss
stone house with 4 rooms on first
be
done.
bounded
by
Tract
No.
1,
iandsnow
or
late
at
9
o’clock
a.
m.
By
order
of
the
Board.
The employes of the Bell Tele Miss Edith Overholt McCain was were a thing to, be proud of. In
ing from home since Wednesday
floor, 5 rooms oh second floor,
of
Jacob
Heffiefinger
and
others,
and
said
JOHN
D.
SAYLOR,
President.
Thanksgiving Day next.
phone Company have completed the personification of ease and fact, the whole team put up an ex
of last week.
public road; containing 18 acres and 80 ______a ttic ; large two-story spring
John Wanner, Secretary,
15no
repairing the line between this grace at the violin. Her selections cellent game. By the time the I nperches of land. The improvements are a house, with a neverfailing spring at water;
We were shocked with the news
three-story brick dwelling house, two-story wash house ; stone barn, with
—The wife of School Director borough, Ironbridge, SchwenksVTlle were all carefully, thoughtfully per Pepenpent goes to press the boys of the fatal accident that befel our
large grain houses attached; frame
C T jjfll 32 ft. 6 in. by 18 ft. 6 in., With a two
John G. Peltz, of Lower Pottsgrove, and Skippackvilie, with new poles formed, and her expression leads will be lined up in a battle royal comrade John P. Jones of Mont
ound.
stable with mow overhead; straw house,
A number of trolley tickets. Owner I*! 11IflL story brick annex 23 ft. 4 in. with stabling under and a trough with
narrowly escaped suffocation from and wire. The Bell Company is one to.expect an unusually success with Haverford College, on the Clare. Comrade Jones served in
have the same by proving property JjUjyjflshy 16 ft., porch front and on side, running water; large, double wagon
Escaping gas from a stove, Monday making preparations to give more ful musical career for her. Borow- Haverford grounds.
Co. G. 1st P. R. V. C., General Dob can
and paying for this advertisement. Ap 3 rooms on first floor, 5 vrooms on second house, with oorncrib attached, grain mow
night. She was unconscious for attention to rural patronage and is ski’s “Adoration” was perhaps
floor, 2 rooms on third floor, cellar and above; pig sty and chicken house, with son’s Company, organized in Phoe- ply to
JAMES R. WEIKEL,
In the matter of foot ball, as in nixville in 1861, fought on the Pen 15no
Trappe, Pa. cellar kitchen, well and pump at door; corn and feed bins on second floor; and all
five hours.
offering special inducements to se singled out as Miss McCain’s best
brick smoke house attached to dwelling. necessary outbuildings, The farm now
number. Dr. Stanleigh R. Meaker, other matters, everyone is privi insula, served a term in Libby pris
Cave and spring. Baril, stone stable has a large dairy which will he fed on the
—In Douglass township, this cure customers.
leged
to
his
own
opinion.
But
it
is
high, 42 ft. 6 in. hy 60 ft. 4 in., stabling for place until about the middle of March.
’cellist, was enthusiastically re
on; exchanged, September 1862. W ANTED.
.county, 148 votes were cast for
6 horses and II cows; well and pump in This desirable and highly productive farm
ceived, as he was remembered in well to remember that it’s a mighty He was a worker in Grand Army
A
hostler.
Apply
to
A B rid g e p o rt C h in a m a n B e a te n
entry. Pig pen; chicken house, frame shop will positively be sola on the day of sale
*Bryan and 10 for McKinley.
easy thing to sit under the shelter circles and no man did more for
Collegeville
by
his
excellent
solos
J.
SPANG,
Lamb
Hotel,
and coal house, outbuildings, orchard.
and R obbed.
the highest bidder. Persons from a
of
a
grand
stand
and
play
the
game.
gng,
Trappe,
Pa.
at Ursinu§ last April. Mr. Morris
Seized and taken in execution as the to
Post 45, Phoenixville, than did Com
—Harrison B. Nace, of Perkasie,
distance who may come by train and wish
At
an
early
hour
Thursday
morn
property
of
Jacob
Garber
and
Ann
M.
London, baritone, of Philadelphia,
rade
Jones.
He
was
Officer
of
the
picked a dish of raspberries on
to see the place before the day of sale will
Ursinus’ second team will play
Garber his wife, and to be sold by
ing masked burglers entered the gave two vocal selections.
be taken to the farm by calling on M. O.
st a t e n o t ic e .
election day.
Conshohocken high school on Satur the Day, Post and Post Commander,
JOHN K. LIGHT, Sheriff.
house of Lem Lee, a Chinese launRoberts at Collegeville, Pa. Sale at 1.80
Estate
of
Andrew
L.
Gottshalk,
Jr.,
and was the Present Officer of the
Down money $75.00.
day
on
Ursinus
field.
o’clock. Conditions: Ten per cent, of the
deceased. Letters of administration in
—Examination of the records dryman, in Bridgeport, and, after
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa., Nov. purchase
Day,
and
G.
A.
R.
men
who
spoke
money to he paid down, the bal
T R IN IT Y C H U R C H N O T E S .
above estate having been granted to 12, 1900,
back to 1809 by residents of Phœnix- treating him in an unhuman manner,
A large number of the students from authority say he was one of the
ance on or before the first day of April,
the
undersigned,
all
persons
who
have
any
old
Trinity Church has had its
ville indicates that* the Schuylkill carried off all his savings amounting
1901, when possession will be given. Oneand several of the members of the the best officers of any Post in this claims against said estate are requested to
half of the amount can remain in the place
has never during all that périod to about two hundred dollars. After heaters, in use 24 years, supplanted faculty went over to Haverford on Department, carrying out the duties present them without delay to the under
I
R
I
YATE
SALE
OF
on private terms, If desired by the pur
several hours he succeeded freeing by two new heaters of the most Wednesday to witness the game. with the greatest ability, prompt signed, and all persons owing said estate
been as low as it is now.
chaser.
HANNAH ROBERTS,
are requested to make immediate payment
himself from his fastenings and re modern and improved' kind, the They were conveyed in poaches ness and perfection,
L. H. Ingram, auct.
Executrix.
to
A. D. GOTTSHALK,
—In Trinity Episcopal Church, moved his gag.
same being put in the church this from Norristown.
Administrator,
REAL
ESTATE
!
A
revival
meeting
will
begin
Sun
Pottsville, four children were
his attorney,
Collegeville, Pa.
week, by the firm Mowry, Latshaw
day evening at Port Providence un Or to John
baptized with water brought from
T. Wagner, 415 Swede Street,
A Farm of*72 acres of productive land— JpUBLIC SALE OF
M e th o d s in th e P re p a ra tio n and Co., of Royersford, Pa.
L
a
te
s
t
der
the
supervision
of
Rev.
J.
T.
Norristown,
Pa.
8no.
some meadow and woodland—with modern
the River Jordan, in Palestine.
A M a rv e lo u s D is p la y o f N e rv e .
o f C o rn F od der.
and substantial improvements, in good re
Ttfe Ladies’ Aid Society at its
Meyers.
REAL ESTATE!
pair, in Limerick township on
—Hundreds of bushels of wheat
R eading P a ., November 11, 1900.
There will be given, on Wednes monthly meeting last week, resolved
Daniel Williams was out coon XfOTIUE TO GUNNERS.
road
leading
from
Schwenksville
ONE
OF
THE BEST DAIRY FARMS IN
have been ruined by the ravages of day, November 21, between the to hold its annual supper some time Gne of the most remarkable displays hunting Saturday evening and suc
to Limerick Square, midway be
Notice is hereby given that all gun
th e . Hessian fly in Chester and hours of 1 and 4 o’clock p: m., in in the near future. An able com of nerve and will power ever wit ceeded in capturing an eight pound ners and
MONTGOMERY
COUNTY!
tween said places. Variety of ex
sportsmen in quest of game are
Montgomery counties.
forbidden to trespass upon the premises of cellent fruit trees; ample water supply.
the barn of Irvin Weikel, near this mittee appointed to select the most nessed at any of the Reading hos possum.
Will he sold at public sale, on THURS
the undersigned, and that offenders will Will be sold on reasonable terms. For DAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1900, by the un
an exhibition of Heebner’s suitable time and place is actively pitals was that of Allen Wolfskill,
further partinulars call at the premises, dersigned, on the premises, a Farm of 92
—The Spring City Methodists ex borough,
be dealt with according to law i
engaged in arranging matters for the young man who had both of his
Improved
Fodder
Shredding
Ma
or address the owner,
Wm. Priser,
Cqllegeville.
acres and 128 perches in Upper Providence
pect to make extensive alterations chine. It is the only shredding holding the same.
legs crushed in attempting to jump STATE W. C. T. U. RESOLUTIONS.
JACOB MOSER,
Henry K. Boyer, Skippack and Lower
township, Montgomery county, Pa., ad
to their church property, at a cost machine that can be driven success
Some
of
the
resolutions
passed
at
the
Providence.
25oc.
Schwenksville
P.
O.,
Pa.
from a moving freight train on the State W. C. T. U. annual convention held
joining the borough line of Collegeville,
The fund started some time ago Reading
of over $10,000, and will put in a fully with a one horse power. All
John
Poley,
Upper
Providence.
and fronting on a public road leading from
Railway. In speaking of in Uniontown, Bayette County, Oct. 19- D. H. Casselberry, Lower Providence,
for the purchase of a first class
said borough to Phoenixville, and extend
$3500 pipe organ.
Skippack and Upper Providence. jpRIVATE SALE OF
persons who want to make the best piano, for the use of the Sunday the accident to a correspondent, he 23, 1900 :
ing to low water mark of the Perkiomen
Samuel
Sperry,
Lower
Providence.
W
h
e
k
e
a
s
,
We
believe
that
the
study
of
said:
“
The
moment
I
dropped
to
river, with twenty-eight acres of the best
use of corn fodder, and to get the school, is sufficiently large to war
M.
A.
Fry,
Lower
Providence.
scientific
temperance
in
our
public
schools
meadow-pasturage land in the Perkiomen
best results from feeding the same, rant the committee in going ahead the tracks, I felt the wheels passing is an untold blessing, not only to the Davis Raudenbush, Upper Providence.
PERSONAL.
REAL ESTATE !
Valley. All the land is naturally fertile,
over my limbs, and that they were children of Pennsylvania, hut also to the J. K. Harley,
are invited to be present, and wit purchasing one.
Trappe.
very productive, easily farmed, and is in a
Misses Lillian and Josephine ness the operation of the machine.
gone. I did not faint, but realizing State soon to be governed by them ; Irwin Weikel,
A FARM of 46 Acres in Upper Provi high state of cultivation. Every acre will
Trappe, Pa.
dence township, Montgomery oounty, near produce large yields of grain and grass.
Rhoades, of Philadelphia, attended The exhibition will be giyen under
The Sunday school of the Church the fact that I would bleed to death therefore,
Henry Zimmerman, Collegeville.
Black Rock Bridge, on the road leading 545 bushels of wheat were harvested from
Jacob Weidenbach, Upper Providence.
the recital at Bomberger hall last the direction of Frank S. Long, of is arranging for a special Christmas unless something was done quickly,
Resolved, That we will uphold to the
to Phoenixville and Royersford, formerly 15 aeres the past season. The improve
J.
R.
Wanr.er,
Lower
Providence.
our present law requiring this
Thursday evening.
Harleys ville, who represents fieeb- service to be held most probably, I set to work with a view of stop utmost
the
Nicholas Vanderslice property. There ments, all substantial, conveniently ar
M.
Y.
Weber,
Lower
Frovidence.
to be pursued by all pupils in all
although not definately fixed, on ping the flow. I first tied up my study
on is a stone house with eight ¿fa
A. D, Reiffi, Collegeville,
ranged, and in good repair, are as
schools, and we call upon all our unions,
Rev. and Mrs. Hermanns. Shelly, ner & Son of Ladsdale.
rooms, a large dry cellar; barn'jfi,,
Hpnry Grubb, Collegeville.
Sunday evening, December 23.
follows: Large stone house with
right leg with my handkerchief and and all friends of good order, to aid in se= F.
of East Vincent, and Miss Bertha
and
outbuildings
in
good
repair,
i
l
l
R.
Deeds,
Lower
Providence.
■■i •[MA4 rooms and large hall on first
the full enforcement in every public
Over
200
fruit
trees,
mostly
in
i"
“
St. John Haverstick, of Lancaster, A c c id e n t on th e P e rk io m e n R a ilro a d
The Rev. James W. Meminger of while I was doing this a companion curing
LL4LÜSfloor, 5 rooms and hall on second
school, of this statute.
bearing condition. This is a desirable floor; 3 attic rooms, two of which are
were visitors of Ursinus last week.
St. Paul’s Church, Lancaster City, who had been more successful in
Resolved, That at this critical time in
th e C a u s e o f th e D e a th o f
property.
For
further
information
apply
jumping
the
train
than
myself
came
celled.
Large outkitchen, one room on
our
educationakwork,
it
is
of
the
utmost
y
IVEBY
AND
will occupy the pulpit of Trinity
on the premises, or to the owner,
C o n d u c to r S a e g e r .
Mr. John Rhoades, formerly of
first floor, 3 rooms on seoand floor, hake
along and let me have his handker importance that every possible help in
Church,
Sunday
morning
a
week
J.
H.
YOUNG,
Spring
City,
Pa.
oven and smoke house attached; cave.
teaching temperance physiology should be
Trappe, was in town last Thursday.
chief and with this I bound up the furnished
A.freight train on the Perkiomen hence, November 25th.
lloct.
Large stone ham with two threshing
to the teachers in our public
BOARDING STABLES Clothing Store.
left limb.
Rev. William Bradford Danach, railroad met with an accident early
floors and stabling for 34 cows and 8
schools; therefore, we urge that our
The Sunday school, the regular
horses. Large wagon and machine house
My friend went for a team and I unions subscribe for the “School Physi At Perkiomen Bridge Hotel and at the T>RIVATE SALE OF
of Ambler, was the guest of Dr. J. on Friday morning at Palm station, morning
service, and the was put in the wagon. The driver ology Journal” for the teachers in their
attached; another machine house with
Railroad Hotel, Collegeville, Pa.
Shelly Weinberger on Sunday.
an open switch throwing the engine Y. P. S. C.Church
cistern under which supplies water in the
respective
localities.
E. prayer service were was too slow for me, and I urged
down
an
embankment.
The
engi
barnyard; windpump; large straw shed;
Resolved,
That
we
urge
our
unions
to
Miss Lizzie Hendricks, of Phila
held last Sunday in Bomberger him to hurry up. When we reached secure from the National Superintendent TEAMS TO HIRE
REAL ESTATE!
eow shed with stabling for 28 cows, car
and, fireman escaped unhurt, all
delphia, visited Mrs. Elizabeth neer
Memorial
Hall,
owing
to
the
want
of
riage
house, 2 large comoribs, pig stable,
a hotel on the outskirts of the city,. of Scientific Temperance Instruction the
Grubb and Miss Grubb on Sunday. but Conductor Charles Saeger was heating apparatus in the church. I surely expected that the ambu new leaflets containing the latest testi At all hours. Passengers conveyed in hack Will be sold at private sale, a farm of chicken house, wood shed, ice house, and
23 Acres in Lower Providence township, all necessary outbuildings. Two wells of
pinned under the engine and es
of science against the fallacy that or carriage tiffany destination desired.
lance would be there, but it wasn’t mony
on a public road leading from Providence good and neverfailing water—one at the
caping steam poured over him,
alcohol is a food and not a poison, and to
HORNE
CLIPPJNG/pvery
weekday.
Square to Baptist church. The improve- house, the other at the bam. There is an
distribute them as extensively as possible.
and
I
told
the
driver
to
move
on,
scalding
him
over
the
body.
He
Fairview Village and
" ments oomprise a stone house 34 abundance of fruit trees and vines of many
Deafness Cannot be Cured
W h e r e a s , The charge has been indusand if he didn’t I would take the triouslv
was released after hard work, and
Carriages,
harness,
blankets,
etc,,
by 80ft., w ith7 rooms; outkitchen kinds in prime of bearing on the place, i
circulated th^t the endorsed tem
By local applications, as they cannot reach died on Monday at the Allentown
reins myself. He started and a few perance physiologies
Vicinity.
for
sale
at
reasonable
prices.
attached; porch whole length of This property, with every acre of it fer
us'ec( in opr schools
house.
Stone bam 30x36 ft., tile, productive, and .easily tillable, with
the diseased portion of the ear. There is Hospital. He was 32 years of age
moments later 1, was transferred to are inaccurate in their total qbstinenoe
One
of
A.
M,
Rader’s
three
child
H E N R Y Y O S T , JR.
with stabling for 4 horses and 6 cows; its ample,,.modem, substantial and con
teaching; therefore,
only one way to cure Deafness, and that is and leaves a family. Several freight
the
ambulance,
and
taken
to
St.
is still seriously ill with diph
straw shed and wagon house attached. venient improvements all in good repair,
That we rejoice that no charge
by constitututional remedies. Deafness is cars were thrown down the bank ren
I knew that ofResolved,
The land Is fertile and well watered, in with its large, rich-soiled meadow, is ona
this sort has been sustained when sub
theria. Thè child has been suffer Joseph’s Hospital.
caused by an inflamed condition of the by the open switch and were ing for more than three weeks and amputation was necessary. I told mitted to crucial tests, and that the best
addition to several springs there is a of the best, if not the best, farms in tb®
stream of water running through the Perkiomen Valley, Its location is admir
science
of
to-day
upholds
total
abstinence
the
doctors
that
it
was
not
necessary
mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. wrecked. Traffic on the road was now in addition has rheumatism.
Chas.
L.
Pettis
&
Co.,
place. Excellent orchard and ample able, in an excellent neighborhood pos
from alcoholic drinks and other narcotics
to
administer
ether
because
I
want
When this tube gets inflamed you have a delayed for several hours.
variety of fruit. For further particulars sessing all modem conveniences, with
Little hopes are entertained for its ed to see them perform the “ job!”
as a fundamental law of health and life
rumbling .sound or imperfect hearing, and
call on or address
trolley road and steam railroad, schools,
that should be universally taught to the
recovery. Mr. Rader himself re
JOHN S. SMITH, Eagleville, Pa.
churches, college, business places within a
when it is entirely closed Deafness is the re
rising generation.
DRESSED
POULTRY,
GAME,
FURS,
ceived
a
severe
scratch
on
his
hand
Six Frightful Failures.
lloct.
mile. It is a model, high-grade farm in
Resolved, That as it has been proved
sult, and unless the inflammation can be
while in market in Philadelphia on
every particular and no man who under
EGGS AND BUTTER.
by systematic observation that the pro
Editor Sees Wonders.
Six terrible failures of sixflifferent doctors Saturday last, and is now suffering
taken out and this tube restored to the nor
stands the business of farming can make a.
mulgation of the humane principle is a
nearly sent Wpi. H. Mullen of Lockland, O.
mistake in buying it and making it bis.
or sale.
mal condition, hearing will be destroyed to
W. V. Barry of Lexington, Tenn., preventive of crime, we urge upon our 2 0 4 Duane S t., N ew York.
an early grave. All said he had a fatal from a severe case of blood poison in Editor
White fan-tailed pigeons, a t a bar home, his pleasant dwelling place,.Any
exploring Mammoth Cave, contracted a membership continued and earnest effort
forever ; nine cases out of ten are caused by lung trouble and that he must soon die. ing. He has the sympathy of the
gain; 50 cents per pair: worth $1.00. Ap- one desiring to view the promises, prior to
severe case of Piles. His quick cure through in this direction.
catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed But he was urged to try Dr. King’s New entire community.
the day of sale will please call on the
piy
to
JOHN BARRETT,
Write
for
our
present
paying
prices.
Resolved, That we again record our ap
using Bucklen’s Arnica Salve convinced him
15no
Collegeville, Pa. owner residing thereon. Sale at 2 o’clock.
condition of the mucous surfaces. We will Discovery for Consumption. After taking
proval of equitable arbitration as a means
it
is
another
world’s
wonder,
cures
Piles,
bottles he was entirely cured. Jt is
Frank & Metz are making exten Injuries, Inflammation, and all Bodily Erup of settling disputes between nations, in
REFEREN CES :
Conditions on day of sale by
give One Hundred Dollars for any case of fivd
positively guaranteed to cure all diseases of
order that peape may prevail, and the DANIELS & CO., Bankers, 6 Wall 8t„ N. Y.
Creighton’s tions. Only 25e. at Culbert’s drug store.
WILLIAM K, CAJSSEL,
o r k4 l e .
Deafness (caused by catarrh) that can Throat, Chest and Lungs, including coughs, sive repairs to
and cruelties of war may cease;
A lot of second-hand shutters, blinds,
Rich, warm, healthy blood is given by horrors
not be cured by taking Hall’s Catarrh Cure. colds, la grippe, pneumonia, bronchitis, property in Upper Fairview,
also, that we deplore the military spirit, All Commercial Agencies, Express Co.’s,
J.
G.
Fetterolf,
auctioneer,
and sash, complete. Apply to
Hood’s Sarsaparilla and thus coughs, colds, whether it be shown in the church, in edu- Dealers In Produce In U. S. and Canada,
Send for circulars, tree. F. J. CHENEY asthma, hay fever, croup, whooping cough
j . M. Zimmerman,, clerk,
Inc,
John
Trucksess
is
about
to
rer
Pa.
F.
W.
WALTERS,
Trappe,,
Established
Trade
of
over
20
years.
50c. and $1.00. Trial bottles free at J. W,
CO., Toledo, O.
and pneumonia are prevented. Take it novy. 1cational institutions, or in the home.
model
his
dwelling.
Culbert's drug store.
Hall’s Family Pills are ttys best.
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IF YOU WANT TO BE RELIEVED

CRAZY W O M EN’S VANITY.
Manias For Cosmetics and “Hake
Up” Doctors Have to Face.

OF YOUR CORNS AND BUNIONS, USE

some extent lessened. It is a t least
questionable if there is any profit in
pasturing rape after the stalks have
been made brittle with hard frost.

THE OLD STAND

50 YEARS'
E X P E R IE N C E

E sta b lish e d
- 1875.
It is a curious fact th at many insane
women are possessed with an insatia
Too Much Salt.
ksdizml
ble vanity and a mania for “make up,”
Too much salt is used by many but
Rouse / r the tor S pid liver, and cure says the London Express. Sometimes
ter makers. The whole tendency among
CARING
FOR
CORN.
biliousness, sick 1 headache, jaundice, the only way to keep the peace with
T rade M arks
consumers is toward fresher butter. In
D esign s
nausea, indigesf tion, etc. They are in such patients is to allow them a cer
England and on the continent butter
Convenient Devices For Hnshlns In
C
opyrig hts A c .
valuable to prevent a cold'or break up a tain freedom in the use of cosmetics.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
made in those countries is served par
Field or Barn—
End Gates.
S O L D
A T
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
fever. Mild, gentle, certain, they are worthy
A wave of unmanageableness often
invention is probably patentable. Communica
The time of year Is at hand when the ticularly fresh and white. In the best
your confidence. Purely vegetable, they passes over the woman’s side of an asy
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
fingers of many will industriously ply restaurants and hotels in the larger
can be taken by children or delicate women. lum If the material of a new uniform
Patents taken through Munn Sc Co. receive
Price, 25c. at all medicine dealers or by mail
the husking peg. Unless the work of cities of this country the butter con
special
notice* without charge, in the
dress deserves the title of dowdy. Many
of C. I. H ood & Co., Lowell, Mass.
husking Is done by machinery and tains very little salt. A great number
insane women will tear a somber
AND
steam power it Is at best a slow and of Americans who go abroad or who
COLLEGEVIIXE, PA.
brown gown to shreds, but If It is a
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir
tedious task, and every facility that patronize city hotels and restaurants
RAILROADS.
culation of any scientific Journal. Terms, $3 a
pretty blue or a sm art red they pre
year ; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers.
will shorten its duration needs to be in this country are acquiring the taste
serve it carefully against spots and
made use of before cold weather ren for fresh butter, says American Agri
dust. The effect th at dress has "on the
Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C.
ders the work more disagreeable, says culturist.
Insane Is so well known th at the lunacy
IN VARIETY.
the Ohio Farmer. The illustration (Fig.
Agricultural
Brevities.
commissioners make special comments
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
1) shows a device which not only pre
Frosted corn can be put Into a silo.
in their official reports to the lord chan
always on hand. Ice Cream and Water
CONTRACTOR FOR
vents waste of fodder, but saves time If it is very dry, sprinkle it pretty thor ery
Ices. Special attention given to supplying
cellor on the colors and material of the
when husking either in the field or oughly as it goes in with an ordinary Weddings and Parties.
supplied to women In the vari
barn. All the material used in its con garden sprinkler. It is not better than
Engines Burn Hard Coal—No Smoke gowns
ous asylums.
JOH N H. C U S T E R ,
struction except the slat table, etc., is unfrosted corn, but answers very well,
Very clever devices to obtain cosmet
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
—AND—
1
by
4
inch
boards.
The
two
base
says
an
exchange.
IN EFFECT MAT 20, 1900
ics are resorted to by patients infected
pieces, A A, are each six feet long,
The White Plume celery Is a popular
with the mania of vanity who have
Trains Leave Collegeville.
and the pieces, B B, are three feet in early celery in the New York market
been accustomed to artificial aids to
length.
F ob P erkiomen J unction , Bridgeport
and may be recognized by its long
beauty. They soak paper roses In wa
a n d P hiladelphia —Week days—6.26, 8.12
The uprights are long enough to stalk, feathery head and white skin.
In Steam, Hot
11.30 a. m ; 5.59 p. m. Sundays—-6.39 ter and use the tinted result as a cheek
make the table 1% or 2 feet from the The Yellow Plume is also a good long
u. m. ; 6.13 p m.
reddener, or they put the red covers of
W ater, and
—OF—
ground. Crosspieces are two feet long. stalk variety of another color. There
F or Allentown —Week days—7.14, 10.08 books borrowed from tbe asylum libra
A windlass, C, is arranged in the front is an attem pt to introduce the Pink
a. m.; 3.17, 6.36, p. m. Sundays—8.80 a. ry In a basin of boiling water and bot
Hot Air.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
m.; 7.39 p. m.
Plume, the name of which justly de
tle the carmine fluid for future face
Directly
©pp. the Post Office and
Trains For Collegeville.
Sanitary Plumbing and Gas Fitting in all its
scribes the color.
use. Fresh flowers of reddish tinge are
One Square from the Court House
One farmer who manufactured cider
L eave P hiladelphia —Week days—6.06, crushed and used on faded cheeks and Branches.
8.58 a. m.; 1.36, 5 21, p. m. Sundays—7.06 wrinkled skins.
Mercer Boilers, A ctive Fortune Ranges, Cot
and spread the apple pomace in re
a. m.; 6.21 p. m.
tage Boilers.
stricted quantities as it was made on
One
former
society
beauty,
now
In
an
The Trust Aceonnts in the Al
L eave Bridgeport —Week days — 6.43,
the pasture fields for cows has claimed
bertson Trust and Safe Deposit
9.36 a. m.; 2.19, 5.59, p. m. Sundays—7.45 asylum, is perfectly tractable so long
ESTIMATES FURNISHED OK APPLICATION.
Company have gro%n threefold
that it is a valuable food when fed in
а. m.; 6.59 p. m.
as she is allowed to wear a curly false
in the last three years. This Com
Leave Perkiomen J unction—Week days fringe and to use a modified amount of
moderate quantities and before it be
pany carefully and judiciously
Fio f
—7 00, 9.51 a. m.; 2.55, 6.20, p. m. Sun
comes sour.
rouge
and
powder.
If
these
are
taken
Invests
all Trust Funds in first
days—8.13 a. in.; 7 22 p m.
mortgages on Montgomery County
The sheep is a factor in keeping up
L eave Allentown — Week days—4.25, away, she becomes suicidal and re
Real Estate.
Investments so
the fertility of lands. A million farms
б. 55,9.45 a. m.; 4.35 p. m. Sunday-4.35 fuses to eat.
made are entirely separate from,
a. m.; 4.35 p. m.
east of the Mississippi need them in
Another notable example is that of
the
Company
Funds,
and each
O T T I? ,
their pastures to keep down growths
an old woman with gray hair who be
mortgage is properly ear-marked
ATLANTIC CITT DIVISION.
of plants that cattle and horses do not
with the Estate to which -It be
comes homicidal when she Is deprived
longs. Charges moderate. At
IN EFFECT OCTOBER 15, 1900.
touch. They are kept on lands in Eng
of a beautiful golden wig suited to a
F«6 1
tention
prompt.
land far more valuable than the best
Leave Philadelphia, Chestnut Street wharf girl of 17. The experiment was tried
HUSKING DEVICES.
in New York or Ohio.
once, but so much violence resulted
and South Street wharf, for Atlantic City :
crosspieces as shown, and 1% inch rope
WILLIAM F. NOLLY,
th at the commissioners recommended
looped a t one end is tied to top cross
Weekdays—Express 9.00 a. in., 2.00, 4.00, that she should be allowed to retain
P resident .
5.00, 7.15 p m. Accommodation 8.00 a.m.
pieces near where "windlass shaft
SAMUEL E. NYCE,
5.80 p. m. Sundays—Express 9 00, 10.00 her headdress. Before admission to the
,comes through. A small box to hold
a. m. Accommodation 8 00 a. m., 5 00 p.m. asylum she had poisoned three per
twine is fastened at D. Put a ball of
Vice P resident and T arsi Office r .
Leave Atlantic City Depot—Weekdays_ sons. But the wig and plenty of pink
twine in box, bringing the end of the
CLEMENT J. CRAFT,
Express 7.85, 9.00,10.15 a. m., 2.50, 5.30, p powder keep her peaceable and con
string up through the hole in the top
O F
m. Accommodation 8.05 a. m., 4 05 p. m. tented.
Secretary.
(
successors to gristock a v a n d erslice .)
and
through
a
small
staple
in
the
top
Sundays—Express 4 80, 7.30 p. m. Accom
The friends of patients who find
modation 7.15 a. m., 4.05 p. m.
crosspiece. This completes the device,
Occupying a section of the pleasant second
their happiness In personal decoration
though a few more braces than are
Collegeville. Pa.,
Parlor cars on all express trams.
bring them small packets of cosmetics,
shown in the cut will be necessary.
For Cape May—Weekdays—9.15 a. in,, 4 15, or rather they smuggle them in-, for
floor,
is
so
thoroughly
w
ell
stocked
and
so
p. m. Sundays—9 15 p. m.
When using it, a shock of corn is
d ea ler s in
For Ocean City—Weekdays—9.15 a. m., such articles are contraband and
thrown on the table, the husker seats
Fresh From the Factories, now
thoroughly
well
prepared
to
meet
every
4 15 p. m. Sunduys—9 15 a. m.
against the rules. Though their minds
himself on the middle crossboard and White and Yellow Pine and Hemlock
For Sea Isle City—Weekdays—9.15 a. m., are gone, the patients are clever
on Exhibition at the
goes to work. The rope and twine
5.00 p. m.
’ enough to make little holes in their
demand, really more so than it ever was,
have first been drawn through under
New York and Atlantic City Express, mattresses and to invent most cunning
C O L L E G E V IL L E
the seat and left to lie on the ground.
leaves New York (Liberty Street) 3.40 p. m. hiding places for their treasures. In
that to take up a single line and write of it
As the husker proceeds in his work he
and Atlantic City, 8.30 a m. Detailed time those cases where restriction of toilet
Various grades, dressed and undressed.
tables at ticket offices.
drops a small bundle a t a time back
is more of a task than would imagine, be
appliances increases insane-outbreaks,
FOR
over
his
head
into
the
space
between
W. G. BESLER, EDSON J. WEEKS
the attendants let these little beauty
S H IN G L E S , split and sawed.
his seat and the windlass, an operation
We are new prepared to offer
cause
they
all
have
their
merits.
Gen’l Superintendent.
Gen’l Pass. Agent. stores pass by unnoticed. So .long as
which may be done easily with a little
oar customers goods at prices
the
make
up
Is
not
too
evident
the
at
PICKETS,
CEDAR
AND
CHESTNUT
practice, or he rises and steps over the
R. F. REAVER, Asst Gen. Pass’r Agt.
never before heard of,
tendants do not Interfere.
There are all kinds of fine domestic
husked bundle, sliding it into its place.
RAILS.
Reading Terminal, Philadelphia.
Strictly speaking, curl papers afe not
Our line of Chamber Suits, at prices rang
When the whole shock has been depos
allowed in asylums. As a m atter of
ing from $12 to $50, are tbe best in the
ited between the seat and the windlass, L e h i g h a n d Schuylkill
rugs here, and they are priced like any
market, and are well worth inspection.
fact, their use is overlooked. Curled
the rope is brought up around it, and
Parlor Suits In Hair Cloth, Brocatelle and
fringes and wavy locks often make
the loop of rope is slipped on the short
other
commodity
that
we
handle—on
the
Silk Tapestry, from $15 to $50, are hard to
all the difference between peace and
be equalled.
end of the windlass handle. A few
rebellion. The ingenuity displayed by
Sideboards, from $8.50 to $30, in Solid
small
profit
basis.
turns of the handle tighten the fodder
-oOoOak, fancy tops and plate glasses, are the
feeble minds in turning everyday arti
bundle as much as required, and the
finest.
cles to facial use is often surprising.
twine being next brought up around it
Dining Room Chairs, Fancy Rockers,
If you are contemplating having your
Brick dust, scraped from the asylum
a tie is soon made.
Lounges, Coucher, Hall Racks and Fancy
walls, and powdered hearthstone have
Book Cases, that cannot fall to attract your
The small cut (Fig. 2) shows another
I f you are not a subscriber,
attention, both in quality and price.
home rugged and carpeted, or only a single
frequently figured on faces in lien of
convenient way of going at it. when
We carry a full line of Rugs, Carpet
rouge and powder. A spoonful of red
join tbe INDEPENDENT’S
husking. The husker has stretched two
Sweepers, Toilet Sets, Fancy Lamps, Dinner
room, it will certainly interest you to visit
currant jam provided a week’s roses
and Tea 8ets.
long poles from the hind axle of his
large and interesting family of
for pale cheeks. Indelible pencil, coal
Bed Springs, Mattresses, Pillows, Bolsters,
wagon to a support of some kind, and
this
department.
dust and blacklead make a dark stain
Feathers, and Bedding of all kinds.
after piling several shocks of corn on
readers,
and
don’t
postpone
do
Our line of Carpets is complete. Best
for colorless eyelashes and outline de
the poles seats himself on a board
Inrgaln at 50 cents ; good at 40 cents ; fair
Great Slaughter In Prices !—Foi ficient or white eyebrows.
at 32 cents.
across poles and throws the corn up
ing a good thing.
A handful of flour begged from the
Picture Frames made to order.
the next 30 days I will reduce Hand-made
into, the wagon box. This plan may be
Window 8hades of all kinds. We are sell
Harness to Factory Prices. Any one order kitchen is an excellent substitute for
made use of when husking in the barn.
•
The
INDEPENDENT
does
ing a good Spring Roller 8hade at 25 cents.
ing harness in the next 30 days may have the toilet powder, while gray or faded hair
When corn has been loaded on a wag
Make your selections early," while stock is.
not aim to publish a great quan
on, it is very unhandy to shovel off at Com , h Bran, m Middlings,
benefit of these prices,—everything else in Is sometimes tinted with a strong de
complete.
E s t a t e first until the bottom of the wagon box
Repairing and upholstering attended to
proportion. Blankets, Saddles, Bridles, Boots, coction of tea leaves. A tendency to
tight lace to such tiny proportions as
tity of reading matter of an in
promptly.
All goods delivered free.
O ATS, L IN S E E D M E A L
has been reached. To overcome this
Whips, Stable Brooms, Combs, Brushes, etc. to interfere with sanity and bodily
difficulty different methods are follow
Also a lot of choice grade Cigars. Box health is another foible of the woman 80 and 82 Main St.
different or trifling character.
AN D C A K E M EAL.
ed, such as laying one end of a long,
trade a specialty.
MORRISTOWN, PA. wide board on the end gate of the wag
with unhinged mind. Abnormal waists 213 and 215 DeKalb St.
Buffalo
Phosphates,
and
others.
Harri
Quality, not mere quantity,
are counteracted by lacing the corset
w . E. JO H NSON ,
on and the other on the floor of the box son's Town and Country Paint,—second to
with elastic.
should be the first consideration
before loading and shoveling on the none in the market. Also Harrison's Rough
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA
An insane asylum would not seem to
board till the bottom of the box is to and Ready Paint,—a cheap durable paint
offer many temptations to its inmates
Qf
every well conducted news
be got at, but the extending end gate for barn*» and fencing.
to rival one another In dress and beau
in Figs. 3 and 4 will be found among
paper.
The readers of the
ty. But generations^ of women pa
the best of these expedients. It Is fas
tients appear to make themselves hap
UP-TO DATE STYLE8 AND THOUSAND TO tened to the bed of the box by strap
I N D E P E N D E N T are its
py by following a feminine instinct to
SELECT FROM !
When in Norristown, Pa., be personally attractive.
friends and they are true to the
Comes the need of other Clothing ,
We are Manufacturers and Wholesalers.
And
'tis
then
the
thrifty
housewife
STOP AT THE
Something of a Traveler.
newspaper that has served
Measures out her time and Sew ing ,
SOFT HATS, 50c. to $2.50.
“I traveled 5,000 miles last year,”
Wanton waste with care avoiding.
them for 20 years and more.
said the mild clerk of the ribbon coun
8TIFF HATS, $1.00 to $2.50.
Orders entrusted to my charge will receive^
ter, “and had no idea we had so exten
O N E -T H IR D S A V E D
the
most careful and painstaking attention.
BOYS
HATS
and
CAP8,
25c.
and
50c
sive a country.”
Stitching that requires a full hour on any
He looked around with conscious
machine can be done in
1*
*
F ig 3
(Opposite Court House).
pride and a swelling bosom. A veteran
F O R T Y M IN U T E S
COLLEGEVILLE, PA..
in the shoe department took him ur.
263 High St., Pottstown.
38 Main St., Norristown.
on the
---- oOo---'P eone No. 18.
“Five thousand miles!” said he, with
»z«i
t 5 F * First-class Accommodations for Man scorn. “Only 5,000 miles? Why, bless
your innocent young heart, I traveled
18,720 miles last year and will do it
and Beast.
again this year, and all 1 know about
Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable. the extent of our great and glorious
(Sueeessor to Fox & Mowrey,)
country is gleaned from the map. How
Main and DeKalb Sts., Norristown, Pa.
Both English and German spoken.
did I do it? Easy enough. TwentyF ig 4
five years ago I married, and for the
---- oOo----EXTENDING e n d gate.
benefit of future generations I bought JOHN W. LOCH, Pres’t. F. G. HOBSON, Treasurer and Trust Officer
hinges which are sunk into the wood
P. K. G able, Proprietor. a little place 30 miles in the country.
so as not to interfere with the shovel.
Twice a day for six days in the week I
PAYS 3 P E R CENT. Interest on Time Deposits. PAYS
. .. .
2 PE R CENT. Interest on Active
have been going up and down to that Accounts. Acts as Executor, Trustee, Guardian, Assignee,
Committee, Receiver, A gent and In The gate Is made wide enough to allow
” V01’ -“L»®
.111'»
1D
all
trust
capacities.
Re«om as S
S nrA
tr for
fog those
thnoG acting
o
t
t i j J . t ____relations.
Po,
0,
n
.
Becomes
u
re
ty
in
fiduciary
Insures
Titles
toRea) the side pieces to be outside of the box.
little place for 25 years, not counting
Iron straps hold the side pieces secure
tSn8 e Ke:,eral 86arCheS" Eents Boxes ln bur*lar
side trips—th at is to say, I have trav ^ndfo?boo“ 0w%7uTl"exp”
on the gate. A rod of one-quarter inch
eled 360 miles a week, which, multi
iron looped in the manner shown In the
plied by 52, makes 18,720 miles a year
cut is attached on each side. Thumb
and for the 25 years makes 468,000
screw bolts enable the looped rods to
miles — nearly 20 times around the
---- AND----hold the gate when let down, as ln
world, th at is, and almost from' here to
Fig. 3. When the hand bolts are screw
the moon and back. -Oh, my boy, you
. To sell and want to sell it, ad
For Farmers to know is where to get the BEST CHOPPING ed up tightly on the rod, they will hold
flon’t know what traveling is until yon
the
gate
when
closed,
as
in
Fig.
4,
for
vertise in the INDEPENDENT
Jive in the suburbs and become a com done and where to get a full line of- the BEST FEED, such as Wheat
-AT THEordinary occasions, but hooks may be
p u ter! Five thousand miles! My soul
Bran,
Corn
Bran,
No.
1
Sugar
Feed,
Linseed
Meal,
Oats,
Cracked
Corn,
and you will sell it. Adver
quickly attached to hold it still more
and body, th at’s hardly a constitution
securely. The gate should be at least
al!”—New York Sun.
Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc., etc., at the lowest Cash prices.
tising pays every time.
2Va feet high, and it will afford a plat
You will find it at
Good materials and good workmanship.
form for the farmer to stand on when NEW NO. 9 FAMILY SEWING MACHINE.
Animal Cries.
Real Estate, Personal Prop
Special efforts to give all patrons of either
starting to scoop up the corn as well as
The roar of a lion can be head farPR O O F C O N V IN C IN G .
department satisfaction. THE BEST
Clamer’s
Collegeville
Grist
Mills,
prove
very
advantageous
in
loading
erty and Live Stock Sales, or
ther than the sound of any other living
More work done,
I N B U S IN E S S T E N Y E A R S .
and unloading many articles.
More time saved,
creature. Next comes the cry of a hy
Lately
remodeled
and
put
in
fine
shape
for
business.
Come
and
inspect.
Sales of any kind, advertised in
More money earned.
ena and then the hoot of the owl; after
Rape as a Catch Crop.
Work Done a» Miorl Notice.
ALL IN THE SYSTEM.
these the panther and the jackal. The We will be glad to see you, and supply your WANTS at short notice.
Professor Craig of Iowa says it is
the
INDEPENDENT, are sure
This
secret
of
superiority
lies
In
the
mechan
Respectfully,
Estimates and Information
IN THE MARKET, and only .the best, put donkey can be heard 50 times farther
chiefly the use of rape as a catch crop,
ical construction.
on wheels at reasonable prices. Inferior than the horse and the cat ten times as
to attract bidders and buyers.
affording
succulence
when
other
food
B
a
l
l
B
e
a
r
in
g
s
giv
e
ease
a
n
d
sp
eed
in
ru
n
Ckeerfkilly (liven.
rubber tires are dear at any price ; get the far as the dog. Strange as it may
n in g .
crops are not available, that gives It
best and full value aud ample satisfaction seem, the cry of a hare can be heard EMIL K LAUSFELDER, Manager.
for money expended.
its highest value. Under favorable The R o ta r y H o o k , which does away with
Address P. 0. Box 477, Spring City, Pa.
farther than th at of either the cat or
the use of the vibrating shuttle, pro
conditions It Is usually ready to feed in
duces that even beautiful stitch seen on
the dog.
I
I
W. J. OGDEN.
“ WHEELER & WILSON” WORK.
Cheapest and Best.
^COLLEGEVILLE**
Heard Him Sigrli.
13F" A postal card will bring full infor
Well and decidedly better than
mation.
‘I have been sitting on the porch
JOHN S. KEPLER,
listening to the sighing of the wind,”
she said sentimentally by way of ex
O U = —
planation of her long absence from the
Can
anywhere
else
by
placing
your
orders with us. We de fy competi1312 C H E S T N U T S T R E E T ,
house.
tion and our work will
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
“Yes; I heard him sigh,” promptly
R . H . G R A T E R ,, P n o p r Opposite Wanamaker's.
T R A P P E , PA.
put In the smaU boy.
“Him? Who?” demanded the head
G.
W.
YOST,
of the household.
Have Now in Stock : Corning EreoCOLLEGEVILLE, PA.
tic Spring Top Buggy, spring back ; two
you. Try us.
“Why, that young fellow you always
Second-hand
Runabout Wagons, one Second
said was nothing but wind,” answered
Cemetery work in all its branches. No contract too large or too
Or whatever Job Printing you
hand Surrey.
the boy. And thus was the secret be small for us. All work guaranteed as represented,
Finest stock and
AH Kinds o f Carriages
trayed.—Chicago Post.
CHICHESTER’S ENGLISH
may need from time to time, at
designs to select from. *
and Business Wagons.
the INDEPENDENT OflSce.
T. ,J JÄ. DA Üy rJL LH lU
i ?I VProprietor
o f MARBLE WORKS,
Undertook Too Mack.
,
COLLEGEVILLE,
PA.
Repairing of all kinds will receive prompt
“George,” said Mrs. Ferguson, “for
We will try to serve you well
and careful attention.
heaven’s sake straighten up! You’re
BAP K PLANT TWO MONTHS OLD.
My past experience at the business hav Worse hump shouldered than ever.”
and give full value for value
six weeks after it is sown, but as a
ing proven satisfactory to those whom I have
“Laura,” retorted Mr. Ferguson, “be
rule eight weeks should elapse before
<1**5 ^
served, I feel encouraged to continue my satisfied with having married me to
received.
efforts in the same direction. With a feel reform me. When you try to reshape
G°'
stock Is turned upon It. It needs rich
ing of much appreciation for favors received
soil. Sow about three pounds of seed
Caveats and Trade Marks obtained, and all
in the past, I hope to merit the future patron me, you are undertaking too much.”—
I-a d le ,, ask Druggist for
per acre In rows 30 inches apart. The C H IC H ESTEreliable.
Chicago Tribune.
age of the public.
R ’S E N G L ISH ln B e d and
Patent Business conducted for MODERATE
-oOoDwarf Essex is the best variety.
G old metallic boxes, sealed with blue ribbon.
T a k e n o o th e r. U eAise d a n g e ro u s su b s ti
Will meet trains at ail Stations. Or
FEES. Our office is opposite the U. 8. Pat
As to the danger of pasturing rape tu tio n s a n d im ita tio n s . Buy of your Druggist,
ders received by telephone or telegraph. 9-5
At the time of the Roman occupation
or send 4c. in stamps for P a r t ic u l a r s , T esti
(Successor to D. T. Buckwaiter.)
ent
Office, We have no sub-agent* 5.1,1
access
to
salt
at
all
times
and
to
an
ad
m o n ia ls and “ Relief* fo r I^adies,” in letter.
of Britain five distinct species of dogs
b,y r e t u r n M a il. 10,000 Testimonials. Sold by The Independent,
ness direct, hence can transact patent snwere there, most of which can with Monuments Tombstones 0FITALIAN ° R American mar - jacent pasture have been helpful as all
Druggists.
preventives, according to the Ontario
YTORRISTOWK HERALD BOOK
iiiuuuuiuillB, 1 UlliUOtUlieb,
BLE OR GRANITE,
ness in less time and at less cost than thost
C H IC H E S T E R C H E M IC A L C O .
Tv BINDERY. Binding, Job Ruling, certainty be identified with those of the
station. On frosty mornings, when *100 Madison Square,
PHILA., pa .
remote from Washington.
present day. There were the house
Mention
this
paper.
In the Finest and Latest Designs, at Low Figures.
sheep eat freely of rape, especially of
Perforating, Paging, Numbering, Blank dog, the greyhound, the bulldog, the
Send model, drawing, or photo, with de
the leaves of plants that are immature,
Collegeville, Pa* scription.
Books for Banks and Business Houses, given terrier and the slowhound.
We advise if patentable or not,,
promptiydexecuted“
°f
CEMETERT
W0RK’
C0PING,
GALVANIZED
RAILING,
&c.,
there
is
some
danger
that
bowel
disor
special attention. Magazines bound and and
O Y STER S
free of charge. Our fee not due till patent
ders
will
be
induced,
which
may
cause
Served
in
all
styles
at
repairing done quiekly and cheaply. Esti
.JjW",A
11
8t°cl£
on
hand,
including
Fine
Monuments
and
Tombstones,
will
be
sold
at
Bronx river, New York, derives its
is secured. A book, “ How to Obtain Pat
death. When the sheep have been re
mates cheerfully furnished. Address,
name from Jonts Bronx, who settled In a sacrifice to make room for new work,
ents,” with references to actual oiler* •
II
T. Baker’s Eating- House,
moved
the
previous
evening
and
get
a
your State, county, o* town 4ddre«.
th a t region ln 1639.
e x t D oo r A bov e P o st O f f ic e , C O L L E G E MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor.
H. E. BRANDT, - ROYERSFORD, PA. moderate feed of oats in the morning VN IL
L E . Families supplied with the best oys
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
before they, return, tbe danger Is to ters ln the market at the right prices.
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. 0»

SURE CORN CURE,

: 10 CENTS PER BOTTLE.

Culbert’s : Drug

Choice Bread

Store,

Cakes

Geo. F. Clamer,

Philadelphia &
Reading Railway

Scientific American.

MUNN&Co.3e,Broadwa’r-NewYork

« e S - T H E A LB E R TSO N

Heating
Apparatus

T R U S T

Safe Deposit Co.,

M A IN ST., C O L L E G E V I L L E , P A .

COPIES

H, GRISTOCK'S SONS,

DEPARTM ENT

The Independent

,

Furniture

LUM BER,

Furniture Warerooms!

# 1 .

COAL. - - CO A L.

F L O U R ,

I. H . E R E N D E I N G E R S

,

Willi the Changes of the Season

SB FURNISHING ^

Undertaker -* Embalmer

RAMB0 HOUSE,

T R A C E Y , th e H a tte r ,

The Norristown Title, Trust and Safe Deposit Co,-Capital i $250,000

m

“Wheeler & Wilson”

If You

Jo h n L. B echtel,

Samuel R. Mowrey,

H ave

BLACKSIITHING

Anything-

A V ery Im portant M atter

CARRIAGE PAINTING
Collepiffle Carnap fo r k

las ||ill ¡Juliet.

RUBBER TIRES

Y ou Can Do as
—=z Y

Undertaker * Embalmer

Please

m
Wleeler &Wilson Hainfactnrlni Co. Get Your

For Sale by

Carriap-:-Warks!

Posters

PENNYROYAL PULS

H

Enterprise - Marble - Works.
H . E . B R A N D T , P ro p rie to r,
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